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VITA: Lou LaBrant

Part I

Introduction of Parents & Iowa Farm

OAJE I!UAJOI?60-rIJ
I am in my ainety ninta year, and being urged by over-zealous

relatives and friends to write my autobiography. Of course, if

one lives nearly a century he must have experienced large social

changes, strange and great events, many personal problems, and

probably at least a few successes. The social changes, however,

have been recorded and analyzed. by experts, and the personal

affairs have sometimes involved others whnse share one hesitates

to report. So it is with reluctance that I begin this little

narrative, and with the conviction that complete frankness will be

impracticable and probably also impossible. The fact that one has
•

had, as others have suggested, a part in many interesting events

and a need to· adjust to others, can be said by hosts of people.

It has also been said tnat this last century has seen greater

changes than did the whole millennilli~ which preceded it. At any

rate, I know my own life began in the horse-and-buggy age and is

ending in the age of space travel. When I was very young, we

could travel only by train, by horse or mule power or on foot.

Even street cars were drawn by horses or mules.

The first step in my story should be to introduce my parents, for

from them I gained basic values, and they should be credited with

anything in my life that has been worthy. I believe that the

earliest part of our lives tends to color all of the rest.
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My father's parents came to this country from Germany about 1820.

Grandfather came for two reasons. The first was that Grandmother

had come with her family, and though she and Grandfather had not

been married, their bans had been spoken in church and Grandmother

was pregnant. The child died at birth, however. The other reason

for Grandfather's migration was that, along with a number of

others who were resisting life under PruS5ian officers, he was

part of a mass desertion. Military service was compulsory in

Germany at that time, and discipline often cruel.

Apparently, Grandfather's family must have been prosperous, for

they took time and expense to punish his desertion by

disinheriting him. He never made any effort to communicate with

them after trying to locate my Grandmother, but some years later

his oldest son, my Uncle William, got in touch with German

relatives and had a lengthy correspondence. Unfortunately, none

of the letters survived, and the connection is lost.

Grandfather's name was Leibrandt, but when his children we,nt to

school in this country, a schoolmaster told th~that LaBrant was

the American way of spelling it, and Grandfather said that his
,

children should follow the American way. LaBrant is neither good

German, French nor English.
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Six of Grandfather's sons married. Charles, the seventh, was

mortally wounded at Shiloh and died unmarried. The oldest son,

William, kept the German spelling, Leibrandt. He had three

children, but none of them lived to marry and so the changed name

is used by all Grandfather's descendants. (The girls all married

and, of course, took their husbands' names.) The four other sons,

Lee, John, Henry and Jake (Levi, Johanne~, Heinrick and Jacob to

their parents), all spelled the name LaBrant, as, of course, did

their children. As my brother, sister and I were younger than any

of our LaBrant cousins, my generation of cousins are all deceased.

A cousin of my great grandfather also came to this country and

spelled the name as we did. Probably other Leibrandts ca~e also,

but we have no record. A grandson of my Cousin Arthur is now

attempting to write a family history and may well find relatives I

do not know about.

It is probable that my grandparents came from the Saar valley

since Grandmother's maiden name was Eisenbrei, and Eisen is the

German word for iron. In those days, surnames often came from

localities or occupations. The Saar valley is noted for its

supply of iron ore. wortenburg is the name of the area and of a

city in it, and an old family tintype has "Wortenburg" written on

the back of it.
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The fact that Grandmother was well educated is indicated by her

criticism of my father's pronunciation of German words, to which

she thought he gave an American accent. English and German have

different rhythms, and also the difference in word order affects

these rhythms.

We often heard my father speak German with our Iowa neighbors, but

I could not speak or read it till I studied German in high school.

However, I understood what he and our German neighbors were

talking about, and used to explain to Mother. When I took my

German examination as a prerequisite for the Ph.D., the German

gentleman who tested me thought I was myself German. Probably,

listening to the language had proved to be an asset. At times, I

still think in German and I have enjoyed some German fiction and

drama.

Although apparently my grandparents were well educated, they seem

to have been indifferent to their children's schooling. However,

the ones I knew, Josephine, Lee, John (Father), Henry and Jake,

wrote and spoke well. For years, the ten living members carried

on a round-robin correspondence and wrote interesting accounts of

their affairs. Perhaps translating German into English gave them

a sense of structure.
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My grandparents also seem to have been religious~ Father said he

remembered that one Sunday at church the minister preached on

"weakness of the flesh." On the way home, Grandfather told the

family that he believed using tabacco must be such a sin. When

they reached home he cleaned his pipe, laid it on the mantel above

the fireplace, and never touched it again though he had smoked

from his youth. Apparently he had an iron will.

When my father was in his teens, he left the family farm and began

working for the John Deere Company which had branches near

Chicago. His task was not only to paint the products in the usual

green, but to add free-hand scrolls in some contrasting color.

After that work, he began clerking in a general store in the

little Illinois town of Hinckley, and before long became manager

of the business.

Stock .for the store was purchased from Marshall Field's in

Chicago, and his trips to select goods gave him an opportunity to

attend the theatre and to buy current books and some classics.

One of his choice memories was seeing Boothe and Barrett, the

greatest American actors of the century, in Shakespeare's Othello.

We have the prompt book sold at the door. He further improved his

language skills by writing a weekly news column for an Aurora
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paper. If I have had any success in my profession, it has been

through the promotion of what-is known as "free reading", the

independent reading of students who must assist in their selection

of books instead of merely choosing from a list. I learned that

from my father. A scrapbook with clippings of his newspaper

columns shows that he had learned to write clear prose early in

life.

Mother had a very different background. Her father, Robert Jones,

was educated in Yorkshire. Roberta and I, on one of our trips to

England, visited Yorkshire and saw the area where Grandfather grew

up. On an earlier visit, I had talked to the rector of the

nearest town (Hawnby on the Moors) and had seen the.parish

register with the names of Grandfather's brothers and sisters.

Apparently all of them migrated to America. The name Jones is so

common that we have made no effort to discover relatives. I did,

however, discover the grave of one great 'uncle at Cold Kirby, a

little. settlement near Hawnby. My grandmother, Julia Ann

Merrill-Jones, came from a New England family that had reached

this country in the early sixteen hundreds. She taught a dame

school when she was thirteen, and though she died when Mother was

only thirteen, had established a desire for education in her

children. Mother graduated from a ladies seminary when she was

eighteen, completing the course with honors. In those days this
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was the highest American school open to women. She met the

requirements for teaching and was in charge of the Hinckley school

when Father met her.

When they married, Father made Mother promise that if he ever made

an error in his English she would correct him. I recall having

heard no such error. All through his life he continued to study,

reading history, fiction, drama and some--philosophy. I remember

that after a long conversation with one of my college instructors,

the latter asked my father what his alma mater was, and Father was

embarrassed to say that he had never gone to college, or even high

school. I am sure both my father and my mother had good minds and

used them. Father's experience is really the basis for my

theories about teaching. The teacher merely starts his pupil on

the way to a life of learning.

A good friend of mine who has read the first section of this

account' says that I should write more about my parents. That is

hard to do for during the years when they direct one's life they

seem ideal to the child -- at least ours seemed so to us. We

never questioned their judgment, probably because when we were

very young they began expecting us to make some independent

decisions. I recall that when I was thirteen I was given an

allowance that had to cover shoes, dresses and underwear. A coat
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was expensive in comparison and required a period of saving which

seemed too long for one at that age. Wisely, I think, the matter

of a heavy coat was still the responsibility of my parents. I

remember that at sixteen I was invited to a party which wasn't to

be as well chaperoned as ours usually were. I asked whether I

should go. The decision given me was that I was old enough to

decide. I didn't go.

One matter I haven't mentioned and should report is that we never

heard our parents quarrel or argue seriously. If they had

problems they talked them out privately. Questions that concerned

us were discussed with us. I know it seems too good to be true

when I say we found home harmonious always, but it is true.

Mother believed that quarrels, whether between adults or children,

were vulgar. Often we had toys or games which belonged to all

three of us. We were expected to work out ways of sharing them

without wrangling. I remember, though, once we got into a

squabble as we played late in the afternoon. When he came home,

Father, as usual, began talking to Mother. They always exchanged

reports of the day's events~ Then he asked, "Where are the

children?" Mother merely pointed to the sitting room where three

guilty young ones sat in three corners of the room, silent, and on

straight chairs. Father looked at us sadly and then he and Mother
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continued their chat. We remained in those corners until dinner

was ready.

We were expected to help with family chores. As soon as we were

old enough Roberta and I set the table for meals, made our beds

and kept our garments properly hung in the closet. Wagner helped

Father with the animals. Before dark, our toys were all put in

place: brought indoors, put on the porcrrr or stored in the

woodshed. One did not leave a toy or a velocipede out where it

might be rained on.

I think both my parents had good minds. They met new situations

with interest and continued to read for new ideas as long as they

lived. Mother was about eighty when she and Roberta moved to New

Orleans. She studied the vegetation, adjusted to new social

customs, and seemed thoroughly delighted by the challenge of the

new environment. Father was arguing questions of philosophy with

my college professor only a few weeks before he died. Father and

Mother gave us a good childhood.

I also think my parents had more than a brief romantic affection.

Each had a great respect for the other's ability and knowledge.

Mother was much less religious than Father, but she never

criticized him for evening prayers and Bible reading, nor did she .
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hesitate at church attendance. She had a great calmness which we

all remember. Once I asked her why she hadn't told us children of

her questions concerning orthodox Christianity. "Well", she said,

I thought things out for myself and believed you were bright

enough to do the same. If you weren't, it wouldn't matter."

Once, when Mother was keeping house in Kansas City for Wagner, our

roof caught fire from a spark. A neighber called the fire

department and notified Wagner, who came rushing home to find

Mother calmly washing the breakfast dishes while firemen worked on

the roof. "Mother", Wag exclaimed, "Don't you know the house is

on fire?" "Yes", she replied, "but the firemen assured me they

have it under control."

Our parents were not young when they married. Mother was nearly

twenty-seven and Father was ten years older. While managing the

store he had saved enough money to buy a lot next to his brother

Jake's. and to build a six room house and furnish it. I still own

the walnut dining chairs he bought. He always paid cash. He

believed that if you couldn't pay for a thing, you should do

without. Though Mother always had money in her purse, Father

managed family finances. He was in reality head of the house as

far as business was concerned, but Mother's ideas were always

considered.
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Father and Mother had separate responsibilities. Father left most

days for his work in town and made the purchases for food though

Mother supplied the lists of needed items. After Father died,

Wagner and I assumed we would have to handle money matters, but

Mother surprised us by managing without help. Later I asked her

why she had let Father take the responsibility. She smiled and

said, "He liked to." I think each of thetrr made adjustments but I

never noticed any friction.

About three years after they married, I was born (May 28, 1888).

When I was a little past two, Father gave up his work at the store

and we moved to northwestern Iowa (Spencer). Three LaBrant

brothers had already bought farms near Spencer and had urged him

to join them, and we moved to a farm near these brothers.

One important thing for me was that in Iowa I had a number of

cousin? -- Uncle Lee had two sons (one grown), Uncle Jake had four

children and Uncle Hank had six. Two of these were girls in their

upper teens (Nina and Lilian) and each loved to spend a week with

us. Lilian was skillful with her needle and made outfits for us,

and Nina enjoyed housework. Mother liked both girls. She also

kept a cookie jar well filled for the nephews who came often,

bringing me early flowers or making me willow whistles. I felt
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quite set up over my seeming popularity, but now suspect that the

cookie jar was the real attraction. At any rate, I learned to

look to cousins for friendship and support and until their deaths

kept in touch with several of them. For years, Arthur, two years

older than I, was my most important correspondent.

Arthur and I began to correspond soon after my family left Iowa

(when I was seven) but that correspondenc-e stopped when we became

teenagers; then after Mother died I wrote a brief family history

and consulted Arthur about some details. We continued our

correspondence and after I retired, Roberta and I took a long

•
trip, driving north to Canada and then west. We went near

Arthur's home in North Dakota and arranged to make a short visit.

He told me after we arrived that he had been worried for fear our

relation would not stand a face-to-face meeting. It did, however,

and we had a wonderful visit, a culmination of over sixty years of

a happy relation. He died a few years later, the last of my

LaBrant cousins. To me, he had always been an older brother.

Even when we moved to Kansas I had one family of cousins near, and

Jay, one of Uncle Jonathan's twins, managed to advise me about

desirable and undesirable dates. Cousins were important to me

until I was at retirement age, a time when death took most of
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them. Grace, only a few weeks older than I, died in her middle

sixties. For some years now, I have been the only one left.

Our move to Iowa in 1890, however, meant that Father had to begin

a new way of making a living. He rented most of our plowed land

to a nephew who worked on shares, and resumed his former skills of

painting and paper hanging along with refinishing woodwork so that

pine resembled oak and walnut, which wer~, of course, much more

expensive woods.

When we moved, Father went a few days ahead of Mother and me so as

to have'the furniture distributed about the house and fires built.

Meanwhile, Mother and I visited her brother and his family in

Aurora. There I saw my first street car, being fascinated by the

flanks of the mules which drew the car, and the odd floor along

the aisle, with strips of wood designed to keep the passenger's

feet free from the water and mud they tracked in. These pictures

I retain clearly though I was only two years old.

We traveled to Iowa by train. I can almost feel the prickly red

plush seats, mine turned to face Mother's. When we crossed the

Mississippi, she had me get down and stand at the window to see

the big river, the Mississippi. Apparently, the train had neither

sleeper nor diner. So we had to carry food and Mother had to stay
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awake all night to see that I did not roll off the seat where I

slept. Traveling was not a great pleasure.

I do: not recall our arrival, but do remember that soon after we

got into the new horne Mother took me over it so that I would know

both upstairs and downstairs. The front part of the house was

new, and a rail had not yet been put above the stairwell. I was

afraid to look down and walked as near t~ the opposite wall as

possible. Fear of any declivity has stayed with me and I still

feel uncomfortable when seeing anyone stand in such a place.

bownstairs in our new home were four rooms and a shanty for wood

and coal. We had a large kitchen-dining room, a huge pantry which

had been a store room but which had abundant cupboards and

shelves, a bedroom that easily accommodated a large three piece

bedroom set, my crib and a straight chair or two; and there was a

sizable living room with windows on three sides. In winter, it

held a huge base burner, which was always taken down and stored

during warm weather. If you have never heard of a base burner,

let me explain that it is a large stove, which is so made that it

is easy to bank the fires at night. Usually, it has a door with

isinglass panes so that there is a bright glow from the fire.
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In the center of the living room was a hanging lamp from whose

shade dangled a circle of prisms, and under the lamp was what was

known as a "center table". It was common to have a photograph

album and perhaps a Bible on this table. Lamp, table and Bible

were conventional parlor arrangements in most of the homes I knew.

Life on the Iowa farm was not easy. Water for washing and

drinking came from a well about a rod frem the kitchen door. In

winter, the pump, a heavy green iron affair, had to be primed with

a kettle of hot water before it would work. The pantry hetween

kitchen and living room was unheated and in winter very chilly if

not frosty. The house was heated by coal stoves, in the kitchen

this being a huge cast iron range with six griddles, a water tank

and an oven. Underneath was always a zinc platform perhaps two

inches high, designed to protect the floor from too much heat.

The second story had no stoves, but was somewhat warm because of

small metal grills in the floor, these letting hot air from the

first ~tory take off the chill. A small room might be quite

comfortable.

I well remember that on cold mornings my father got up and started

the base burner in the living room and sometimes the kitchen

range. He shook down the coals in the large stove and added fresh

coal. Then he would hurry back to bed and stay there till the
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living room was warm enough for dressing in comfort. After that,

Mother and I would get up and dress and Mother got the breakfast.

We usually ate in the kitchen.

I always dressed before breakfast. Indeed, meals were not the

informal thing they have become in many households today. We came

to the table fully clothed, and although Father left early, we sat

down together and bowed our heads for t~blessing which prefaced

every family meal. I do not think my parents were excessively

religious, though they belonged to church and attended with some

regularity. Both of them, however, believed in a degree of

formality. At bedtime, for example, Father read from the Bible

and we had a brief prayer. Then each of us kissed our parents

goodnight and went off to bed. Of course, Father and Mother did

not retire when we did.

These ceremonies helped make the family a solid unit. One of

Mother's principles also helped. She insisted that, though we

might argue and disagree, we were never, never, to discuss any

family differences or family business with anyone else. No family

member was to criticize another member in any way with non-family

people. All of this gave one a sense of security and we learned

to value it. Years later, a colleague and I were making

arrangements for taking an apartment together when she stopped me
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to ask a basic question: would I agree that we would never

discuss each other with anyone else. We agreed and lived

pleasantly together for ten years.

I have been discussing our family without telling how it grew.

The summer I was three, my brother Wagner was born. I recall only

that the evening before his birth, I was put to bed upstairs and

that there was enough activity downstairs- to wake me up. My

father had gone to his brother's and brought my Aunt Maggie, and

then gone to town to fetch the doctor. Aunt Maggie came upstairs

and told me there was a little red kitten downstairs, but of

course I knew better, having used a grating in the corner of my

room as a peep hol~ into the living room. Two years later Roberta

was born, but Mother had told me to expect a new member of the

family and I had seen the baby clothes. This time, no fable was

offered me.

My first Christmas in Iowa seems to have seen the end of fables

for me, and a sign of coming facts for the other two in the

family. When Christmas was coming, Father and Mother told me the

Santa Claus story, but I demurred. "He can't come here, it's too

far", I said, thinking of the recent long ride on the train. I

clearly remember Father's saying, "We'll tell her the truth."

Mother must have nodded, and so Father told me that he and Mother
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were Santa Claus. That really was a gain for me because I enjoyed

the secrets and also could share in the giving.

I wonder these days how children who are taught to believe in

Santa Claus can do so when a trip to even a small town will have

them meet a variety of Santas. Christmas has become so completely

a commercial effort that its charms seem to have given way to

greed. When I was young, stores displaY,SLd dolls, games and toys

at Christmas, whereas today, the ads are more likely to show

elegant clothes for men and women, and luxuries of great variety.

It seems to have ceased being a time for children. Some

procedures are absurd. I have seen Santa Claus ringing his bell

to call attention to Salvation Army kettles as he sweltered in a

New Orleans afternoon, bundled up in red flannel and strips of

cotton presumed to be fur. Hearing "Jingle Bells" on an afternoon

too warm for comfort is a bit confusing.
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We lived in northwestern Iowa four years. I think they were hard

on Mother. I suppose farm life made it more difficult than life

in Hinckley. She had severe colds every winter and Father was

really alarmed. Wagner and Rob~rta were born and though Father

enjoyed being near his three brothers, I know mother missed her

Illinois friends. The winter weather was hard. In the spring of

1894, I began school.

The school house was a half mile from our horne and Cousin Lilian

was the teacher. Grace (Uncle Hank's daughter) was also starting

school and she and I shared "a double seat and desk. We also

sh~red work. I was a little better in numbers than Grace, and so

I made two copies of our arithmetic problems (simple addition and

subtraction). Grace wrote better than I, so she did two copies of

our spelling lesson. These devices did not seem unfair to us and

gave us the best marks in our class. During recess and noon

hours, the school played running games. Grace and I were never

caught because Alvin and Albert, our two oldest boy cousins, each

tucked one of us under his arm and ran with us. What are cousins

for if not to make life easier for you?

That spring when I was six we had a visit from Father's older

brother, Jonathan, who had left Illinois and settled in Weir City,
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Kansas. The winter had been severe in Iowa and Father had found

the four miles to work in town a burden. Uncle Jonathan told

about moderate winters and abundant fruit, apples, peaches, plums,

cherries (wild and tame), wild blackberries, dewberries and

strawberries. He said Weir City was a boom town. The soft coal

deposits had been discovered only forty-five feet down. Land

costs were moderate.

I do not know how he had happened to move. to Kansas, but probably

because Weir City was a boom town with much work for a carpenter,

which was Uncle Jonathan's trade. The town was dependent on the

newly opened soft coal mines. Poor quality, but usable coal could

even be strip ·mined.

The result was that Father visited Weir City in the extreme

southeastern county of Kansas to look things over. The trip to

Kansas delighted Father. Near town he found a small farm, richly

planted with fruit. The climate would be good for Mother. The

house on the land was an old one-room wreck, but Uncle Jonathan

was a carpenter and would build a new one. There was even .a small

stone quarry on the place; hence, materials for foundations.

Father bought the farm and we moved.
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The farm we had bought in Kansas had been rented for many years

and was badly run down but the fruit trees which the earlier owner

(a doctor) had planted were good and needed only pruning. There

were peaches, apples (in abundance and great variety), plums,

cherries, strawberries and grapes. We revelled in the fruit as

did Uncle Jonathan's family with whom it-was easy to share since

we had such abundance. The first problem, however, was the

school.

The school house stood in the middle of our meadow. It had broken

windows, no foundation, no source of water and no equipment beyond

blackboards and erasers. Father got himself put on the school

board which elected him chairman. He then managed to get the

board to buy more blackboards, a cupboard for books, maps, a

physiology chart, unabridged dictionary with a stand, and to have

a cistern dug and plastered and the school roof finished with

metal troughs along the eaves. A new teacher who was dignified,

strong and apparently competent was hired. All of this happened

before spring. I did not, however, enter school till fall.

Meanwhile the school house had been moved to an acre on the corner

of our farm. Father gave it to the district to be the public's

possession "as long as a school is maintained there".
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This is probably the place to give some description of the area

where we had moved, for it was very different from our Illinois

and Iowa environments.

weir City was a coal mining town, with perhaps three thousand

inhabitants. We lived a mile and a half northeast of town, and

out of the mine area which was to the we~t and farther north.

South of us some twenty-five miles was a zinc and lead area, now

long mined out as is the coal in that part of Kansas. But both

areas were active then, and Weir had a zinc smelter as well as

mines. Men who worked in the smelter knew it meant a short life

and a wretched death, but the pay was high.

I remember waking to the sound of whistles. First carne the long

deep sound of the smelter. Then the many whistles began to blow.

A miner knew the pitch of his own mine, and listened each morning

for its whistle. A certain signal -- perhaps a long and two short

blasts -- meant there would be work; another combination meant no

work for that day. The question of work. had several sources. In

spring and early summer, it was common for the mines to close

down. Some miners lived on little farms and eked out an existence

by truck farming. Others found the going difficult. During the

fall and winter, the daily situation depended on whether the shot
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firers had enough coal loosened to warrant men in the mines'

little rooms -- openings into the veins of coal. In our area,

these were relatively near the surface, forty-five or fifty feet

down. The coal was "soft coal", a low grade of anthracite.

After the miners left the shafts in the afternoon, the shot firers

entered and put in dynamite sticks. When they had placed these in

all the rooms, they began lighting them:- Each stick had a long

fuse, and the firers began the lightning of the dynamite at the

far end of a tunnel, lighting the fuses as they ran back toward

the exit shaft. Sometimes they did not make it and were overcome

by the fumes. Occasionally, a man would run back to check a fuse

and be caught by a slower burning shot. Being a shot firer meant

a higher wage, but the life of a shot firer was measured in weeks,

and wives and families were in constant fear. Safer devices were

one of the demands made by strikers.

When we were in Weir, miners were beginning to organize, but even

as late as 1920 the owners were trying to outlaw unions. Today,

unions are perhaps too powerful, but they certainly came into

being in order to demand simple justice.

Miners lived in what was known as "patches". Around each mine,

the owners had a group of houses moved in when the mine opened.
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These cabins usually consisted of two rooms, perhaps three, in a

simple long series, with a shanty at the back where the men could

wash up when they came from the pits. The houses rested on props

at each .comer, and there was a regular business for movers who

could move a whole patch to a new mine when the old one was mined

out.

There was, of course, no plumbing in the patches. Every day a

truck came by with groceries from which the women could purchase.

These trucks were run by the company and prices were above those

in the non-company stores.

The operators were apparently indifferent to the' needs of the

workers. One year, the miners went out on strike and negotiations

failed. So the owners went to the deep south where, to the Negro

workers, wages at the mines sounded far better than what share

croppers could get.

To break the strike, the operators loaded the southern Negroes

into box cars and had them lie down so they could not be seen.

The mines had stockades built around them, and the Negroes 'were

shipped in without being seen. They were put to work in the pits, .
I

but, of course, untrained cotton pickers did not make good miners.

Nevertheless, they broke the strike and the miners went back into
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the mines, leaving scores of Negroes without skills or income.

Few people in or near Weir had use for, or could afford, house

servants and there was no cotton to pick. The result was that the

area was full of idle, helpless people, whose only way to keep

from starving was to beg or steal. Segregation was still the

custom and law, and these people were in a desperate situation.

There was some county relief, but not enough.

Miners were not paid with cash, but in script -- cardboard money

issued by the operators. On one side of Main Street in Weir were

the stores where farmers and most citizens of the town did their

shopping. One the opposite side were the mine operators' stores.

In these, prices were about ten percent higher than in the others,

but they took script at face value. The "regular" stores took

script also but at a ten per cent discount. People with cash did

not trade at the company shops.

Lots in Weir were surface matters only. The rights to minerals

underneath belonged to the operators. I remember that one day my

Aunt Mary felt dizzy when she crossed her living room. She sat

down a while to recover, thinking she had been slightly ill. When

she again crossed the room, the dizziness returned. This time,

she went outside to examine the house and found that one corner

had begun to sink. That evening, Uncle Jonathan got an iron prop
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which had a screw base and put it under the house, screwing it up

till the floor was level. It was two years before the ground

stopped sinking and every day the screw had to be adjusted. The

land under the place had been mined out and the roofs of the

underground rooms fallen.

We knew that there probably was coal under our farm but Father

never had the land explored. Several of-our neighbors tried to

get test holes put down but always when the drilling reached a

depth of twenty or thirty feet something went wrong: the hole

filled with water, the drill broke or the driller became ill and

left. Drillers were, of course, all controlled by the operators.

With all the things going on, it is small wonder that organizers

came in and began to set up unions. Father, with control of the

school house, let them have meetings there. He always attended in

order to see that lights were put out and the building locked. I

went with him and before I was ten had heard the situation well

described. However, as late as 1920, the governor (Henry Allen)

called a special session of the legislature asking it to pass a

bill outlawing unions. I was then secretary to the speaker of the

house. The unions brought in a scholarly lawyer from Washington.

He addressed a joint session of the legislature, outlining the

history of the union movement from the time British miners had
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begun to organize. The legislature, however, almost unanimously

voted to outlaw unions in Kansas. The governor enjoyed his

triumph for only a brief time, because the Supreme Court threw

out the law as soon as it reached the high court.

The coal in or near Weir was mined out within a decade or two and

the town withered. The last time I saw it, Roberta and I drove

around both downtown and residential areas but found little

evidence of life.

Despite the tumult of the mining community, our life on the farm

seems calm and pleasant. We three played happily together. We

enjoyed the livestock; the birth of calves; pigs and kittens

fascinated us. We learned to drive, being allowed to use a

two-wheeled cart. We also learned to ride. We named all the cows

and enjoyed seeing old Daisy, who had horns, boss the herd. The

way a hen would call and cover her chicks when a hawk flew over

never failed to get our attention. Cats were kept at the barn

where they destroyed rats and mice. Kittens were hidden in a nest

in the hay. All these matters were fascinating and made us fond

of the animals since we attributed human reasons for their

behavior. To us, Dandy, our horse, and Barney, our dog, could all

but talk.
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Perhaps a further description of our Kansas farm house will

suggest our way of living, since Uncle Jonathan built it according

to plans which Mother and Father gave him.

The new house stood on a hill, separated from the road by a little

creek lined with persimmon trees. The creek was fenced in to make

a pasture about a quarter of a mile long. The entrance to the

section where were our house, the barn ~nd other buildings for

livestock was over a little bridge; from there the way to the

house was lined by young walnut trees and a branch track led to

the barns. My description may not make it clear, but the effect

was really very attractive. Near the house were tall maples, and

in front of the house a grassy lawn stretched" to the main

entrance. Beyond our farm the road ran through a mile of native

timber -- maples, elms, walnut, oaks and shrubs. Mother thought

the place a story book horne, and it seemed so to us.

From the barn to the pasture was a wide, shaded lane. In summer,

we often took a Sunday afternoon walk to the pasture and returned

through the orchard. In the fall we would gather woodbine,

persimmons and wild grapes.

Mother sometimes went to the pasture to gather berries and we went,

along to wade in the creek which ran across that part of the farm.
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The little stream was fed by water from the mines and so contained

sulphur which stained our clothes. In consequence, we each had a

set of garments which we called our wading clothes.

!he pasture had a number of summer edibles. In the deepest shaded

section of the lane were mushrooms. Mother didn't gather them,

partly, I think, because she didn't care for mushrooms, and in

part because she had no experience with 'telling them from the

deadly toadstools. However, Aunt Mary knew what to gathei and

often took home mushrooms. !here was also a huge climbing rose

bush which had grown for years, the branches piling over each

other till, each spring, the whole was a mound of bloom the size

of a comfortable room. A branch off this might have a dozen

blooms on a single stem.

In the pasture proper, to which the lane led, there were

dewberries and blackberries in su~~er, and we gathered gallons of

them. Many years a family in Weir picked berries on shares, being

grateful for the opportunity of having fruit for a large family.

In the fall, there were persimmons, great fat ones quite different

from the small raisin-like affairs that grew in our yard. The

wild grapes made excellent jam and jelly, with a flavor very

different from that of our tame grapes.
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The grazing area for the cows was on the far side of the creek,

and after a heavy rain, might leave the cows stranded. They had,

however, to be milked or else suffer greatly. I recall when the

creek rose so high that they could not get across an~ Fath~r rode

our favorite horse, Dandy, across the stream and milked the cows,

though he could not bring that milk home but had to pour it on the

ground. Dandy was strong and could swim even when the stream was

high and the current rapid.

The first fall when we moved to Kansas and Uncle Jonathan built us

the house, it had only five rooms. There was a square section
•

consisting of two bedrooms con?ected by a huge walk-in closet, and

two "parlors", a front parlor"which was cool and pleasant in

summer and a back parlor, shut off from the front one by folding

doors. The fifth room was a sizable kitchen-dining room. A few

years later, an addition gave us three more rooms, a kitchen,

store room, and a bedroom. There was a small porch in front, with

doors opening into both the front parlor and the dining room. Air

conditioning had not been invented, but we had an abundance of

windows which were opened at night. In summer, the south and west

windows were closed and shades drawn before the sun was high. The

eastern (front) windows were kept open. We were satisfied with

our house and living standards, and even today with its changes, I

think we lived comfortably and well.
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I think one matter calls for comment. The house began with five

rooms because that was what my parents thought they could afford

to spend. There was never any thought of borrowing money or

paying off a mortgage. In all the years I knew my father, I never

knew of his buying anything for which he did not pay cash. If you

lacked the money, you did without.

Here may also be the place to mention our family pattern for daily

living. Unless Father had to leave very early, we all had

breakfast together. No matter what the season, this meant that

every member of the family was washed and fully dressed before he

-
came to the table. When we were all seated, Father said grace and

served the food. Mother always dressed her hair and was ready for

the day before she got the breakfast. Father shaved every day and

though he worked at painting and paper hanging, he was always

neatly dressed. He usually wore white or blue denim trousers, a

blue shirt with a collar, and well polished shoes. Obviously life

was not too informal, but it was pleasant.

Household work also was according to schedule. The weekly washing

was done on Monday unless there was rain or snow. Tuesday was for

ironing. Thursday was for general cleaning of the whole house.

Bed linens were changed on Saturday, and that was also a day for
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baking. As soon as we were old enough, either Roberta or I always

set the table, being careful to put each item in its proper place.

Linen napkins had to serve for the week, each family member having

a napkin ring to identify his own napery. Table cloths were pure

linenr Mother had a great scorn for cotton. I wonder what she

would say to today's nylons. It may be early conditioning, but I

still prefer linen.

If my account sounds as if we were too much ruled by schedules, I

must insist that we had no such feeling. Actually, we followed

the simple rules with no irritation, finding it easy to adapt to
•

the routines which required little thinking. During the school

year, I usually had some home work, but the others were too young

~for that until after we moved to Cherokee. My work was usually to

prepare my arithmetic paper for the next day, and occasionally to

read something or to have my parents explain some item in history

or geography.

Father usually went to town on Saturday and bought groceries for

the week. We had our own meat, fruit and vegetables.

Occasionally he would find good steak, but the butcher did not

have it regularly. Salt, sugar and flour were our chief

purchases. When Kansas prairies were settled, the newcomers lived

in sod houses since there were no trees for log houses. After
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lumber and brick were shipped in and houses built, the sod house

memories remained and most farm homes had one or two of these half

underground affairs that they called "caves". We had two, and

ours were large ones. An area perhaps twelve by fifteen feet was

excavated to a depth of three feet, where one struck solid rock.

Our house was on a rise from the stream which bordered the road,

and draining the cave with a tile below frost level kept our caves

completely dry. There was a rear window-for ventilation. Above

the three foot excavation, the eaves were arched with stone, the

whole little room white-washed, and made convenient by the

addition of shelves and cupboards. Milk and cream kept well

there, flies were not a problem, and though the cave (cellar) was

cool, it never reached freezing. It was an ideal place to store

canned fruit, jams, jellies and apples. A second cave, less well

finished inside, housed at least one barrel of cider vinegar, a

second barrel of apple juice turning to vinegar and bins for

potatoes, turnips and, for a few autumn months, pumpkins. We ate

well on the farm. Before the airplane, fish was rarely available,

usually only when several men went to Arkansas to fish, or when

fresh water catfish could be found in the few streams nearby. We

ordered salted and dried cod from Montgomery Ward in Chicago,

soaked it to get rid of excess salt and used it in making codfish

gravy. We butchered hogs and had our own pork and pork sausage,

and often bought:a quarter of beef from some neighbor.
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By the time we moved to Kansas, caves were used as refuges from

tornadoes, and many families felt threatened without one. In

1911, when I went to southern Kansas to teach in the high school,

we had frequent fire and tornado drills, our tornado shelter being

across the road at a private home. In 1918, when I taught near

Lawton, Oklahoma, we had an enormous one of these caves, large

enough to take in fhe whole school. If'~ tornado cloud. (you learn

to spot them) appeared in the late afternoon, two boys were given

torches and sent into the cave to scorch the scorpions who came

out of the crannies when the lights appeared. I feared the

scorpions more than I did the tornadoes.

Twice a year (fall and spring), we had a general house cleaning as

did most people in those days. Carpets were taken up, laid on the

grass, and beaten thoroughly to get rid of the dust. This was no

easy task since we did not use rugs but carpets and they had to be

tightly stretched (with a "stretcher") and tacked to the floor.

This was often the man's work. I know Father always did it.

Walls were wiped down, woodwork cleaned and often waxed, and new

wall paper hung if it was needed and pocketbooks permitted. In

spring, heating stoves were taken down and stored until fall. Of

course, the vacuum cleaner changed all this; but when I was
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growing up the spring and fall house cleanings were a ritual for

everyone we knew.

Although Father's work was chiefly in town, we had a lovely meadow

of native grass, the meadow never having been plowed. The hay

from this field included varied grasses and a few weeds. It was

highly nutritious and very important for both horses and cattle.

Hayrnaking was a summer event of importan-ce,.

The grass was mowed and left to dry on the ground and then put

into windrows and then into little mounds (cocks) to dry further.

Three men loaded the wagon: one to drive, one to work in the hay

on the wagon to arrange the hay as it was pitched up by the third

man, on the ground. If the hay was stored too soon it might heat

and take fire. Loading a hay wagon evenly was a real art.

Before .the hay wagon was loaded, a farmer had to be sure the

bailers would be ready, because the hay had to be bailed;

otherwise, the hay loft wouldn't accommodate the crop.

A bailing machine is a huge complicated affair which produces a

solid mass of hay, wired to make the bail perhaps four feet long

and fifteen inches in the other dimensions. In our day (I don't

know about present arrangements), a crew went with the bailer and
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the whole arrangement moved north from the Texas prairies to North

Dakota as the ripening of the crop moved.

Women were certainly involved in the haying because the bailing

crew had to be fed at noon. They carne in after the forenoon's

work, washed up at the well by the barn and were ready for a

square meal -- dinner. The idea of calling the noon meal "lunch"

would have amused them and "dinner" at nTght would have sounded

affected. The evening meal was "supper". We always had dinner

our heartiest meal -- at night because Father wasn't horne at noon,

but we kept to the neighborhood manner in speaking of meals.

But, to return to hay making, we had the bailers for dinner at

noon; and a hearty meal they expected. The dining table was

lengthened by the use of all the extra leaves, and the whole crew

sat down together. They expected, first of all, hearty meat,

either roast beef or steak. Then there should be creamed peas and

green beans, pluS baked beans and huge mounds of mashed potatoes,

rich with cream and butter, cups of strong coffee, jam, jelly and

marmalade, and a final topping of pies and cake. After this

gentle repast, they usually stretched out in the shade and dozed

off the meal. Fortunately, they stopped work about five and rode

off to their own sleeping quarters. Haying for our small meadow

usually took no more than one day. The work of the children was
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to carry buckets of cool water to the men in the fields. Except

for infants, the whole family was involved along with a neighborly

woman or two. Cooking for thrashers was an equal task. What with

canning and preserving, cooking a~d cleaning, farm women worked as

hard as the men, and often worked 'longer hours.

I am certain that Father and Mother worked hard. Neither gas nor

electricity were available in the country- at that time. Cooking,

canning, preserving and housekeeping were enough for one woman.

Added were gardening, caring for the chickens, butter making and

laundry. Water had to be pumped from the cistern. Fruit had to

•
be gathered. Our clothes were not ready-mades, for those were not

available. Floors, except those in the kitchen, were carpeted and

had to be swept. Although W2 had a carpet sweeper, it wouldn't

sweep clear to the wall.

Father had to drive to work, a distance of two miles at least.

Before he could begin decorating a house, his horse had to be

stabled, often at some distance from his work. After work in town

there were chores the feeding of horses, pigs and cattle, and

milking two or three cows.

Even with all the heavy duties, Father read every evening, usually
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aloud. Life was not easy with little time for visiting or

entertaining except on weekends. On Sunday, there was church.

I should now return to the story of our family and then to the

school which was to be so important to the three of us children

during the nearly nine years that we lived on the farm.

One of the first visitors mother had after we arrived on the

Kansas farm was our nearest neighbor, Mrs. Crawley. She called to

tell Mother not to worry because everyone who had lived in our

house had died there. Mother hadn't been worried: the house had

obviously been vacant for most of twenty or thirty years. It

seemed, moreover, at least probable that the$e long ago deaths had

been caused by the dead duck which someone told us had been found

in the well. At any rate, the walls and the floor of the well had

already been carefully cleaned. Father had found a fine spring

near the bottom, and the water was fresh from its flow. It had a

delightful taste but was too hard for washing, and we were

planning to use soft rain water caught at the eaves as soon as our

new house was finished.

Mrs. Crawley's news merely amused Mother. The Crawleys were

members of the Church of Latter Day Saints, a branch of the Mormon

church. The Saints had left the Utah group :because the Saints did
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not believe in polygamy, which in those days Mormons practiced to

the horror of most of the nation.

Mr. Crawley professed to be a healer who could cure illness by

"anointing with oil and laying on of hands". His son, Dave, was

one of the trouble makers in the neighborhood, and a number of

people suggested that he would have been improved by some rather

vigorous laying on of his father's hands-:- Soon after we arrived,

Dave, waving a pistol, told the school teacher to leave. The poor

chap came hurrying to Father to report his predicament. Father

decided Dave had gone far enough and made it very clear to the

young man that any more mischief would probably land him in

trouble with the law. There was no ~ore activity by Dave and;

fortunately, the Crawleys decided to return to the protection of

the mother church in Utah.

The Crawley's farm was bought by a French family who had come from

the Saar. They were thrifty and orderly, though somewhat lacking

in the basics of sanitation. Two of their children attended

school: Leon, aged nine, and Annie, a first grader. In the fall,

Annie had her winter dress sewed together instead of buttoned down

the back.
I

The garment served her day and night all winter without

being changed, but every Monday she appeared with a freshly washed

and ruffled pinafore worn over the wool dress. Leon wore around
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his neck a sack of asafoetida, supposed to prevent colds.

Asafoetida had a strong and unpleasant odor when warmed, and

consequently the teacher seated Leon near the front window, as far

as possible from the huge stove at the rear of the room. You may

see that the country school in Kansas of the nineties had problems

other than instruction and discipline. My parents found this a

contrast to the Illinois schools they had left not long before. I

must now stop this narrative and describe the school.
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I remember the trip to Kansas well -- the drive to the station,

changing trains with a six hour wait in Des Moines, the hard trip

for Mother with three small children. We arrived in October.

The setting of our farm was beautiful. There was a little brook

separating the old house from the road. The place for the new

house was on a hill. Adjacent to the f~m was a strip of native

timber -- maples, oaks, walnut trees and various shrubs.

We camped in the old house for three months. We used the one huge

room and stored most of our furniture in the lean-to. How mother

managed with three small children, I do not know. Wagner and I

played in the attic and explored details of the house. In the

newel-post at the bottom of the stairs we found a fine walnut

cane. Since we moved there in 1894 and the house had been vacant

twenty-five years, the cane is now probably well over a hundred

twenty-five years old (1870 to 1985). Father, Mother and Wagner

all used it. When I'm a hundred, I will, too.

In late January, we moved into our new house. It had only five

rooms, but three years later, my parents had three more rooms

(bedroom, storeroom and kitchen) added. Roberta and I shared a

bedroom, but Wagner had his own. The cistern was partly under the
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kitchen and was filled by soft water run off after a heavy rain.

The old house was moved to the barnyard and made over into a good

barn. Corn crib and oat bins were added. Behind the house were

two huge "caves", patterned after the sod houses of the pioneers.

These cellars were walled and axched with stone and the -roofs

covered with sod. They were cool in summer, but frost free during

even the coldest weather. One was used for canned fruit, jellies,

milk, cream, butter and apples. The ot~er held root vegetables

and huge barrels of vinegar or cider in the process of becoming

vinegar. We smoked hams in a horne made smoker. About all the

food we had to buy was salt, sugar and molasses. In the fall we

had persimmons in abundance -- the little raisin-like sweet ones

and the big fat ones which looked ripe when they were still

"puckery" and could be used to torment ignorant visitors.
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1894 - 1902

It seems to me best to discuss the Helmick School in a section

concerning only this school instead of trying to make its

character appear through my personal history. The first

difference I note between Helmick and today's schools (rural or

city) is that attendance was not compulsory. We had no truancy

officer, and a youngster could end his schooling any time his

parents allowed him to do so. It was common for the older boys to

stay in grade school till they were sixteen or more years old, but

to delay enrollment in the fall till the crops had been harvested,

and to drop out when spring planting began. Boys attended less

regularly than girls as a consequence, and (I think), girls

finished the grades younger than boys.

Apparently, what moderns mean by "basics" is what was once taught,

whatever that was, but I wonder whether those who talk about "back

to basics" have any real experience with what was taught ninety

years ago (when I entered school) or whether they just have a

vague idea that once upon a time education was .in some ideal

state. Of course, we had no gymnasium and no physical education

teacher. We did not need one because we walked between a half

mile to three miles to school, and the same distance back home
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every day, and had an hour at noon for baseball and running games.

In winter, there was snow balling.

Pupils of all ages often played together. To make up two baseball

teams called for eighteen people and so the smaller ones had to be

on the teams. In our school, these less skillful batters were

allowed to. use paddles instead of the usual bat, and when the game

called for running, were often half carried by one of the "big

boys". This mixing of ages seems to me a very wholesome thing,

quite in contrast to our present system where a whole grade may

have almost no age range at all, and one grows up too closely tied

to a single age group.

Of course, many of the younger pupils preferred to stay with their

peers, playing hide and go seek, ring around the rosy, or horne

made games of their own choosing. I might add that we used horne

made baseballs. First we made a hard ball by winding string into

a globe and then covered it by sewing segments taken from old

gloves. We played, however, according to standard baseball rules,

or as near to that as was practical.

With thirty or more pupils, ranging in age from five to sixteen or

more, and with the responsibility for a wide range of courses,
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teachers had a heavy load and a crowded schedule. What did we

study at aelmick?

First of our classes came penmanship and then reading. Recitation

meant oral reading of the assignment, paragraph by paragraph,

pupils taking turns. If there were more pupils than paragraphs,

the same paragraph might be read more than once. Our readers

included excerpts from the works of famoUs authors, but never do I

recall discussing any of the ideas or experiences in the varied

pieces. In reading poetry, we were usually warned against any

"sing song", the result being that we tried to read as if we had

prose, utterly ignoring the rhythm. In fact, never once did I

have a teacher who mentioned any. qualities found in a poem. Later'

in high school we studied meter and "poetic language." In the

grades we did memorize poetry, especially that by American poets.

Probably our most difficult course was arithmetic. We memorized

the multiplication tables up to 12 x 12, learned to use the four

fundamental operations (addition, subtraction, division and

multiplication) and to apply these operations to whole numbers,

fractions and decimals. After any step in arithmetic, we had

"practical problems", usually those suitable to farm life. Of

course, we memorized the relative amounts of various ~easures, and
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how to measure various solids (cubes, pyramids, tubes, etc.).

Again, there were practical problems.

We had spelling lessons every day -- not the words in our own

vocabularies, but lists with si~ilar prefixes and suffixes, and

many other classifications. Usually, we began work in the morning

with penmanship. Each page in our copy book had a Spencerian

model at the top, and a ruled page below-that. The idea was that

by the time one had filled a page (using a steel pen and black

ink) he would have achieved a good copy. The truth was that the

writing got worse and worse as one covered the page.

History was chiefly memory work: names and dates of presidents,

dates for wars and places of chief battles. We had only American

history, Europe intrUding on our scene only during the American

Revolution and one incident in the Civil War when England

intervened. As I lived in Kansas, the Civil War was presented as

a complete Northern victory with no mention of the effect on the

South.

In physiology, we memorized the names of all the bones in the

body, the names and location of the chief arteries and veins, and

traced food from the mouth to the rectum, noticing the
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contribution of such glands as were known in that day. The glands

of internal secretion were unknown until the twenties.

Geography should have been interesting since our school had people

born in Belgium, France and various parts of the United States,

but no one was ever asked about his experiences. We drew maps on

our slate tablets and the blackboard, memorized the names of

countries and their capitals, and for important countries, the

kind of ruler (king, queen, etc.). Products of European countries

were mentioned. At that time, Russia was more closely related to

Asia than to Europe. We barely mentioned Russia. When we drew

maps, we merely scribbled boundaries for the Balkan states -- they

were not important.

Usually in the seventh or eighth grade we studied government. We

learned what the duties of the major national divisions

(legislative, judicial and executive) were and also about the

similar state departments.

We also learned about elections and terms of service. In general,

we got a fair notion of how our government works and what some of

its limitations are. There were also sections on special state

actions. For example, when I was a youngster, Kansas women could

vote in all elections while there were some states where only men
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voted. Young people today may not realize that it took a

constitutional amendment to give women the vote throughout the

nation. Negroes were, of course, outside the pole when I was

young. Integration of schools wasn't even thought of. This was

definitely the land of the free (men).

Of course, in our school we didn't mention the fact that the

government was a one-sided affair. We just took it for granted

that this was right. Father and Mother, however, were not

inclined toward racism and we grew up accepting people regardless

of color. One of Wagner's good high school friends was black and

they remained friends after Wagner finished college. Baker

University, where we later earned our B.A.'s, had Negro students.

In Weir, however, schools were segregated.

Grammar was considered very important. The grammar we were taught

really had little relation to English and was actually Latin

grammar. Remember that when Harvard was opened, students were

required to speak Latin on the campus. So though English changes

form for only the possessive case and plurals, -we parsed nouns

naming five cases -- nominative, genitive (possessive), dative,

accusative and ablative, not to mention ablative absolute. We

also gave the gerund and gerundive. I question whether many

children today can give the gerundive of a verb even though they
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use it. We also conjugated verbs, regardless of the repetition (I

went, you went, he went, we went, you went, they went). However,

most Helmick pupils continued to say "I've went there".

Was our schooling good? Are the "back to basics" people right?

Let me summarize. It was good in so far as it insisted on

thorough grounding in arithmetic. The grammar was thorough but

not adapted to the English language. We-read selections from the

works of great writers, but never discussed their ideas. We

learned to spell, but not to compose prose. We studied geography

but knew little of the real life of the people who lived in the

various countries. We were never led to find new books for

ourselves. The implication wa-s that when you finished schooling,

you would be "educated". Only a very small percentage went to

high school. In short, it seems to me the program was static. My

parents, however, had other ideas, as will be obvious as I

continue this tale and discuss our reading. I say "our" since

frequently I read or listened to what was read aloud. Our reading

was not hurried, a fact that may explain my hatred of "speed

reading" devices such as were popular in the twenties and

thirties. If a book or article is worth reading, it should also

be worth thinking over as one reads. This may, of course, not be

true of much of our newspaper and magazine reports which include
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much insignificant detail about the personal lives of people one

knows only briefly through a condensed article.

A year after I entered Helmick, the United States was excited

about the national election. In 1896, when I was eight, I had my

introduction to politics. William Jennings Bryan ran for

President on a platform advocating the free coinage of silver, a

crazy idea indeed. Father was a loyal Republican and I wore a

button naming McKinley and Hobart. Bryan was known as "the silver

tongued orator", and had skill in converting an unthinking

audience. Years later, I heard him speak at the University of

Kansas where he had been brought because he had become something

of a national curiosity. His speech was a repetition of the stand

he had taken in the Scopes trial, where he had argued that the

theory of evolution, which Scopes had been teaching, was wicked

and utterly false. In some ways, Bryan reminds me of our current

President; i.e., a man with a strange lack of knowledge,

especi~lly of history, and a superior talent for public speech

a very dangerous combination. Bryan's lecture at the University

of Kansas ridiculed the theory of evolution and would today

satisfy Falwell and the Moral Majority.

There are still Americans today who argue for Bryan's point of

view. It takes a long time for scientific findings to affect
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religion in bur country, perhaps because the separation of church

and state has led us to omit from school programs any finding that

seems to contradict a religious dogma. Name a theory "religious"

and it becomes sacrosanct, regardless of contradictory and well

established facts. Freedom of religion has actually (as in

Louisiana) prevented a full presentation of established scientific

facts. To some, any statement they find in the Bible is eternal

truth. They even fail to note that Jesu~ is reported as refuting

some Old Testament statements.

In the early years of this century, Bible reading and prayer had
•

not become an issue, but were left to the desires of the teacher.

Many of our teachers, as is probably true today, could not phrase

a public prayer; indeed, it is probabl~ that many never prayed at

all. Those in our school who had opening devotions usually read a

short section from the Bible and followed that with the Lord's

Prayer, which we recited in unison without, I fear, any thought of

what we were saying.

I remember one teacher who always read a short ~ible selection and

had us repeat that well known prayer, but who one morning decided

to add comment. She read the New Testament story that Jesus

walked on the water. According to the King James version of the

Bible, his followers were frightened and Jesus reassured them by
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saying: "It is I~ be not afraid." Our teacher paused and looked

sternly at us. "Children," she said, "notice that the Good Lord

said 'It is I'~ he didn't say 'It's me'." That was the first time

I learned that Jesus spoke English! Even as a fifth grader, I had

to laugh.

Although we had several teachers who began the day with religious

devotions, I remember no improvement in 'student behavior. Indeed,

since the teacher bowed his head and closed his eyes, some pupils

found it a good occasion for paper wads.

Country schools in 1895 weren't graded, with children moving

steadily from year to year in a uniform pattern. One might read

well and be advanced to the third or fourth grade reader, but have

difficulty with numbers and be struggling with simple problems in

subtraction.

I entered Helmick school the fall I was seven. Since I was a new

pupil, the teacher examined me by having me read. Apparently, I

read beyond my normal level and so he put me in the third grade

and told my father to purchase a third reader and a geography and

arithmetic. Father bought these, but the class started before I

had my books~ some had also studied geography the year: before. At

the first of the year, there was considerable overlapping with
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what had been done in the spring. The arithmetic was all right,

but the geography puzzled me. The first lesson assigned me was on

page thirty.

My only sChool experience had been the six weeks of learning to

read in that Iowa school, and practice with reading and numbers as

Mother supervised while she continued her housework. The

direction to turn to page thirty was something I could understand

because I could count to one hundred and knew the numbers by

sight. I had, of course, no idea what to expect on that page, but

turn I did.
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probably was ignorant of the fact that the world wasn't flat. The

Mississippi Basin left me cold and I couldn't guess what emptied

into it. I'm not sure that most of the youngsters knew much more

than I did. They answered with words found in the book. The

whole effect of those two pages was to confuse me.

My experience with world geography was limited but could have been

useful if the teacher had known and used~it. I knew that Illinois

was a long way from Iowa and that Iowa was a long way from Kansas.

That was the nearest thing I knew relative to the Mississippi

Basin. I didn't know that the big river we had crossed was called

the Mississippi. Here was a jump from absolute zero to the

drainage system of a continent. I carried the book home and told

my troubles there.

Fortunately, Mother gave me sufficient explanation that I could

return to school without fear, but the problem remained: the use

of words instead of ideas to meet school demands. Over and over I

have seen teachers accept answers taken directly from some text

book, the teacher being apparently satisfied with the verbal

account regardless of the fact that the words had almost no

meaning to the youngster. Indeed, sometimes the teacher was

equally ignorant.
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An example may illustrate my meaning. I heard a New York City

teacher ask a youngster what Hymogenous means, and the pupil

replied, "It's got the vitamins." "Right," said the teacher, "It

has the vitamins." Their common error came from the fact that milk

cartons carried the information "Homogenized: Vitamin D added".

Each teacher at the Helmick school set up his own daily schedule,

but those schedules varied very little. '-Morning exercises, with

or without religious devot~ons, usually included singing. Our

school had no song books until the neighborhood began to have

Sunday School sessions and left their song books on the teacher's

desk. These were not hymnals, but songs more appropriate for

revival meetings. We also sang patriotic songs. Sometimes, the

teacher wrote the words of the song on the board. We learned

AMERICA, COLUMBIA THE GEM OF THE OCEAN, YANKEE DOODLE and ~~RCHING

THROUGH GEORGIA. When we used the religious songbooks, the

students chose the numbers, and one little lad 'Nho sat in the

front of the room always managed to have his favorite, "number

fifty", once a week. This was THROW OUT THE LIFE LINE, and began

thus:

Throw out the Life Line

Across the dark wave.

There is a brother
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Whom someone should save.

See he is sinking

Oh, hasten today

And throw out with the life line

Away then away.

The chorus was another hearty cry to "Throw out the Life Line",

repeated several times. The relation orthe words to our room

full of children is a bit hard to see, but we sang it lustily.

After the singing, most teachers had us begin the work with

penmanship. Every pupil had a small booklet with a line of script

at the top, done in fine Spencerian. We wrote this over and over

till the page was full. Apparently, the theory was that by the

time the page was covered, we would have an improved line. But

the fact was that the lines grew less and less like the model as

we worked toward the bottom of the pages. We did these exercises

in ink, with a steel pen, much more difficult than today's

ballpoint. Every desk had two inkwells, one for each occupant.

In spring, we often filled the ink wells with water and put the

first violets into these make-shift vases.

Following the penmanship session, the forenoons were usually

devoted to the subjects considered most important and difficult:
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reading, arithmetic, grammar and history or physiology. School

ran from nine to twelve in the morning with a fifteen minute

recess for play, getting a drink and visiting the outdoor toilet.



VITA - Lou LaBrant

Insert to Special Section: The Helmick School, 1894-1902

Some friends who have read my description of the Helmick school

have asked me to add a statement of how I felt about it. I am not

sure whether they are asking about my feelings when I was enrolled

there, or since that rather brief time. I must therefore answer

the two possible questions.

The first is easy. While I was going to-Helmick, I hated it. It

may have been in part my fault because I didn't see the sterling

virtues in my associates as one should. However, I felt somewhat

apart. There were, so far as I could tell, only two families ~n

the district who owned anything one might call a library. We had

a modest but'very useful collection, and hooks suited to children

were always among our birthday and Christmas gifts. Most of the

families in the neighborhood had, in the parlor of the horne, a

table in the center of the room under a hanging lamp. On this

were two books: the family album with photographs of relatives

and close friends, and a huge copy of the BIBLE, too large for

comfortable reading. Between the OLD and NEW TESTAMENTS was a

heavy leaf on which someone, usually a minister, recorded births,

deaths and marriages. I think the BIBLE was seldom read, judging

from the fact that we were the only family in the neighborhood who

attended church.
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Reading at Helmick was limited to text book explanations, history

and physiology descriptions, and the pieces in the regular

readers. These latter began with the primers and ended with the

SIXTH GRADE READER. One might have gone through the six books,

but continued by repeating the ~ixth till they left Helmick.

Preparation for reading class consisted of reading silently at our

desks, going over the piece four or five-times to make sure we

could pronounce and define each word. I still don't dare depend

on context but always look up an unfamiliar term. In class we

read, as I have said, paragraph by paragraph, but without the

least discussion of the selection or the author's other writing.

There was never -- and I mean never -- any suggestion for further

reading.

There was no suggestion, either, of further schooling. Helmick

was a dead end. During my seven years there, no one else left to

go to high school. That may not be charged altogether to lack of

interest. The nearest high school was nearly three miles further

for most of the students, and was a wretched affair. Some

counties were organizing county high schools, but for most

youngsters that meant leaving home. Twelve or fifteen miles was a

long way in the horse and buggy days. Having learned to read, as

my father could testify, one could educate himself in literature,
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though he might have a difficult time with mathematics and even

the meager science available then. Kansas was almost a pioneer

state in 1902 when I left Helmick. There were no motors to make

farming easy. We had no daily papers, no rural free mail

delivery. Roads were not paved. Life was hard, and boys and

g1rls fifteen or sixteen years old were needed for work at home.

Helmick served a purpose, though limited. I see many shortcomings

in the program and the teaching, but som~how, with help at home, I

was well enough prepared that high school was not too difficult.

Give the Devil his due.

I do not, however, have much sympathy for those who preach about

. going "back to basics." Basics (reading, writing and arithmet1c)

are still taught. That reading is used by thousands is testified

by the paper back books available in book stores, dime stores and

groceries. "Going back" is impossible and unnecessary. We can

see that reading and arithmet1c are well taught. Writing now

means composing literate sentences and paragraphs, which is a

great improvement over the work on fancy penmanship of my day.

Schooling is compulsory and not optional as it was in the 1890's.

If a child is compelled to attend school, there should be good

teachers and adequate equipment. Good teachers cost money. In

the latter days of the 19th century, women had few opportunities;

marriage, teaching, house work and not much else. Secretarial
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work was definitely frowned on. Today, teaching is poorly paid

and given little real respect. Perhaps a new attitude toward

teaching is the "basic" to which we should return.
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Although I was prepared for high school at age thirteen, the extra

year at Helmick didn't hurt me and probably was to the good. When

I was fourteen, though, there was no good in postponing high

school any longer. Cousin Hatty's work at the Weir school made

the inadequacy of that place evident. I simply had to go to the

county high school in Columbus. The distance, twelve miles, was

too great for daily trips in the horse-~nd-buggy days so there was

only one way of supplying my needs. Consequently, Father took me

to Columbus to find a place to live.

While probably half the enrollment would be by youngsters from out

of Columbus, there was no list of boarding places. By luck we

learned of a retired farmer and his wife who were interested in

boarders. The wife, it developed, was the one who favored the

idea, being used to her butter and eggs money and wanting to

continue having a little cash of her own.

I do not remember the names of my new landlord and his wife, but

four of us began the year living with them. We occupied what had

been their sitting room and parlor, and they fed us in what had

probably been a pantry. The food was good and the house well

kept.
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The man of the house, however, had not retired with the notion of

having teenagers around. He refused to be hospitable. After

dinner every evening, he moved his big chair to the center of the

living room, took off his shoes; stretched out, lit his pipe and,

as soon as the weather became cool, enjoyed the fire. At nine, he

yawned audibly, arose, announced that it was bedtime, turned off

the lamp, and went to bed. Obviously, girls could have no evening

callers. The wife noted the situation and in December, told us

we'd better leave at the end of the semester.

Finding another place was difficult. The best room I could find

near the school was not very clean and was always chilly.

Evenings a pet poodle parked under my bed unless I kept the door

closed. I think the only heat I had came in from the hall. The

room was on the second floor and had no stove.

An older student was also looking for a room and we finally

settled on what seemed the best we could do. A widow with two

small daughters was glad to rent to us. We took the room. She

would not feed us but there was a little four-griddle "monkey

stove" on which we could cook.

We went home late every Friday afternoon and returned Sunday, each

bringing a supply of food. Somehow we managed not to starve, but
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the place was not pleasant and the food stale by Friday. Below us

the little girls pounded on the piano playing a march with a great

deal of bass, so we studied to a thundering one, two, three, four.

Water and coal haq to be carried up the steep stairs, and debris

and liquid waste taken down for outdoor disposal. I was certainly

glad when the year ended.

To make the conclusion of the term appropriate, the school endured

an epidemic of measles and I began to have fever the last day of

classes. By the time I reached home, I had the accompanying rash

and was ready to go to bed. Of course, Roberta and Wagner caught

the disease from me.

With two more children to follow and with the experience of my

year, my parents gave up and sold the farm. We moved to Cherokee,

where there was another county high school. I was certainly

pleased by the change, but at the same time I was homesick for the

farm and country life. I have lived in big cities much of my life

-- Evanston, a suburb of Chicago, Kansas City, New York, Atlanta,

Georgia and New Orleans -- but I still think life on a farm is

better. Where I live now, in a village, makes life a sort of

compromise. My windows look at no buildings, just a stretch of

green.
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The house we bought in Cherokee was a four room cottage. To this

we added three in a line across the back -- kitchen, dining room

and bedroom. The original parlor and dining room were made into

one livingroom and the fourth became a bedroom. Cherokee had

sewers on a few streets, but not in most residential sections.

The house was excellent for entertaining groups of young people.

In the fall, I enrolled in the new high 'school. The building was

on a hill only four or five blocks from our house. There was a

big playing field though we had no athletic coach. However, we

coached ourselves. There was also an auditorium with a good stage

where we could enact plays. For the times, it was an unusually

good setting. We all walked to school and had plenty of exercise.

Attendance at secondary school was not compulsory at that time and

so only students interested in learning attended. A number came

from out of town and boarded, usually going home weekends. I know

that the nation has high ideals for its youth and hence has

schooling compulsory for those under sixteen, but there was an

advantage for serious students in my day; that is, their

classmates were in school because they wanted to learn. There is,

of course, no ideal solution. Smaller classes and more teachers

would solve the problem but the public seems to resent taxes
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except those for armaments. To me, our greater strength would be

in a better educated public.

I think the Cherokee school was a good one. We had a great deal

of freedom. We carne when our first class was due, and went horne

after our last one unless we needed to work in the library. The

principal taught the English and some math. He knew each of us by

name, but addressed us, as did all our teachers, formally. I was

"Miss LaBrant", and boys were called by their last names, without

any "mister".

The Kansas course of study for college preparatory students

followed Harvard requirements. I finished both normal and college

preparatory courses, including such staples as one year of public

speaking which developed good posture, and breath and voice

control. I also had four years of math, four of Latin, two of

German, one each of American and English history, botany, physics,

two years of music, one of natural geography and methods of

teaching.

In those days, there were no mental tests and no sectioning

according to ability. Students who failed courses usually dropped

out though much of the elimination had corne at the pre-high school
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level. There was work on the farms for those who didn't do well

in school and leaving school was voluntary.

My class was small -- about a dozen people. Four of us eventually

went on to college. Three girls married a few weeks after

graduating. I don't know about the others. I happen to know,

however, that one of the college bound boys became a lawyer, one

girl a national officer in a college sorority, and two of us

university professors.

My next step was to teach a country school. Most village or city

schools hired only experienced teachers and the country school

became the setting for what colleges of education today call

"practice teaching". Today, a beginner serves as a part time

teacher under the direction of the regular instructor, and his

college mentor makes a number of visits to see how well he

performs.

At any rate, I applied for a job and was hired to teach a country

school five or six miles from home. That was too far for travel

by horse power, especially when it involved ungraded dirt roads

and Kansas winter weather.
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I have said little about my personal life during high school

years. I had a very happy time with my classmates, but no

romance. We had parties, and took trips together. One was to the

State University with a side trip to Kansas City for a view of the

stockyards.

I was active in church and related young people's societies but

few of my close friends were. I recall 'that the Methodist's

society for teenagers - The Epworth League - had as its theme "The

Evangelization of the World in This Generation".

One summer a neighbor took her daughters and me for a vacation in

the Ozarks. There I heard an imitator of Billy Sunday and was

amazed by his techniques. It was my first experience with

audience manipulation -- a valuable example.

We had a girl's basketball team. Our blue flannel suits had knee

length bloomers, long sleeves, and collars. We made the suits

ourselves; all of us knew how to sew. We wore black ribbed

stockings and, of course, black steppers. I later used mine for

gYm in college. Most of us made our own blouses and dresses.

All in all, high school years were busy ones. Indeed, I remember

resenting the necessity of always studying evenings when the
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others in the family could read, play the piano, sing or play

games. It seemed to me unfair that students had less free time

than adult laborers. Usually my recollections are about pleasant

times, but I can remember the resentment also. Later when I

taught at a laboratory school and helped students work out their

schedules, I always tried to see that if they had evening work it

was in English and consisted of reading interesting literature.

Much time is wasted in both public and private education. There

should be a program which gave freedom after dinner, I still

believe.

I want to add a post-script concerning our high school principal

who also taught us math and sOme English. I think he was the best

teacher I ever had before college years, one of the best I've ever

observed.

He always began a class in literature or math by asking for

questions. If we were reading a novel or play, it might be about

a character, the chief problem of the piece, or a probable

development. He'd listen, often embroider the question, perhaps

add a new one of his own, and then, under the pretext of some

business in his office, leave us with the injunction to work

toward conclusions while he was gone.
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If the class was studying advanced algebra or geometry, he might

put a parallel problem on the board and ask for solutions. "How

can you solve this? Your text in geometry gives a working out of

a proposition. Are there other ways? Work on this." Obviously,

his aim was not memory work but curiosity and skill that went

beyond the textbook. His own presentation was never the focus.

He kept us on the problem. Again, I repeat that he was probably

the most skillful instructor I ever metf-and I've had other good

ones, too.
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At the time when I finished high school, teaching was about the

only emploYment open to a young woman. A few women clerked in

shops, but such opportunities were rare. Although my extra year

of schooling had given me time to add the necessary courses

required by the state, our little town hired only experienced

teachers, persons who had proved their ability by a year of

teaching in the country. Today, the beginner usually has the

guidance of both an experienced teacher and the methods teacher in

a college or normal school, but in those days the learning usually

was done in a rural school. A friend had been teaching near

Cherokee and was ready now for a town appointment. She told me of

the vacancy in the school she had left. I applied and was hired.

The school I was to teach was about five miles from town, but with

unpaved and ungraded roads, I had to live nearer to the school. I

found a farm family that had a good room unused and would provide

board. The place was three quarters of a mile from the school. I

had to walk and be at the school before eight thirty when the

pupils were likely to begin arriving.

My salary was supposed to pay not only for my services but for a

janitor as well. The difficulty lay in the fact that I could find

no one to do the cleaning work and so had to do it myself.
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Sweeping, dusting and airing the room, banking the fire (as soon

as the weather was chilly) and getting in fuel for the next

morning, plus walking the three quarters of a mile on a dirt road

all meant that I was very weary by the time dinner was over.

physically, the work was more tiring than any I had known

previously.

SoOn after school started, three of my sEudents were absent for a

week. Inquiry discovered that their mother was being tried for

murder and the children were to testify. The history of the case

follows.

Some sixteen or seventeen years previously, a wOman -had come

tramping through the district. Who she was and where she came

from no one seemed to know. Being thirsty, she had stopped at a

farmhouse for a drink and had discovered that there was no woman

on the place. She offered her services and was accepted. She and

the farmer worked together and finally married after three

children were born to them. They were the three absentees during

my first month of teaching.

Apparently, the man hated the children and was very brutal with

them. The woman resented this. One day, she walked to town and
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purchased a pistol. On her way home, she practiced shooting at a

"No Trespassing" sign as several farmers driving by noted.

Late that afternoon she secreted herself in the hayloft, sitting

beside the little trap door above the horses' heads. When her

husband came to feed the horses, she fired at his head and killed

him instantly. She then walked back to town, informed the police

about what she had done, was put under bnnd, and returned to the

farm and her children. As I have said, her trial occurred in

early fall. I did not, of course, attend the trial, but many of

the people in the district did. There was no question about

guilt, but curiosity abut the jury's verdict. Most people

predicted "justifiable homicide." The jury, however, after some

hours of deliberation, brought in a verdict of "Not Guilty." Asked

how they could do that when the woman had admitted her guilt, they

explained that they did not want any shadow over the heads of

those nice children. Rural justice was apparently above the law.

The three youngsters returned to school without any stir being

made and settled down to work. One afternoon,I was checking some

writing and came to the little boy's desk. After glancing. at his

work I asked, "How are you getting along?" I thought he would know

I was asking about his paper, but apparently he was thinking of

something else. His answer was, "Just fine, but I never had no
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fun till Paw died." I made no comment and moved on. I never heard

anyone in the neighborhood discuss the woman or her role in the

community. She worked like a man, plowing, planting and reaping.

The children seemed to have good relations with the other

children. We moved away from that part of Kansas the following

summer, and I never heard any word about the family, but I have

often wondered what happened to those handsome, bright youngsters.

The month after school began, I was told that there would be an

evening meeting of the farmer's organization on Wednesday. I sent

the key home with one of the students and, since the weather had

become cool, had in kindling and coal for a light fire the next

morning. .I trimmed the lamp and filled the bowl with oil.

The next morning I arrived to find the whole room a mess. There

were ashes in the stove and no fuel was left. The floor was not

only muddy, but some of the tobacco users had spit on the floor.

I cleared the blackboards, opened the windows and at nine rang the

bell. I told the children that, as they could see, the place was

too dirty for school work and we would have to clean it up. They

agreed and we went to work. We got in water and washed out the

floor, .we dusted the desks, erased the men's writing on the board

and brought in fuel and lighted a fire. By eleven, the room was

clean and comfortable again and I called the school to order.
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Before beginning work, I told the youngsters that I knew I had

reprimanded one of the boys for spitting on the floor, but that

since their fathers seemed to think that was the proper thing, the

rule was off. They grinned, but I knew there would be no

spitting.

Apparently, the word went horne that nig~. The next month when

the men met they left the fire banked, fresh fuel beside the

stove, the room swept and the lamp in its socket. I never had any

report from the parents, but apparently the lesson had been clear.

At the end of the year, the board thanked me for a good year and

offered me a new contract with increased salary. I refused

because the family was moving to western Kansas ..
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A Short, Unhappy Chapter

This next account will be brief since it records one of the most

unhappy times in my life. I have faced some troubles, but this

happens to be one I seldom allow myself to recall. As I have

reported, we moved to a small town in western Kansas where Father

intended to open a shop. He went to Kansas City soon after we had

settled in the fall, selected goods for the shop and returned to

await their arrival. He had already reri~ed a building with room

for counters and sales equipment, and a little storage.

When Father returned from purchasing his stock of goods, he seemed

greatly changed. What occurred in the city we shall never know,

but I think that the strain of our moving and of hLs new

undertaking must have brought on a slight stroke. He seemed both

confused and depressed. He also seemed ill.

A morning or two after his return, he rose early and instead of

getting ready for breakfast, took his revolver out of the dresser

drawer and began to clean and load it. He had always kept his

guns in good order but cleaned them on afternoons when he had

nothing else to do, and had kept them unloaded for fear one of us

would manage to hurt ourselves with one as has so often happened

with children who play with guns. This morning, however, he

somehow managed to fire his pistol and wound himself in the side.
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He had never seemed to have suicidal tendencies and we knew of no

reason for him to have been discouraged.

Mother immediately called the local doctor, who was, fortunately,

also a skillful young surgeon. He dressed the wound, put Father

to bed, and assured Mother the injury was not fatal.

It was evident that Father would not be -able to manage a store, at

least for some time, and Mother had no idea of trying such a new

venture. The goods were being shipped C.O.D. and so she had

merely to refuse them and order them returned to the wholesale

store. She also wrote a letter to our former pastor asking advice

as we knew him well. He replied that if possible we should sell

the house and move to Baldwin, a little Methodist town about fifty

miles from Kansas City where he had moved. Mother followed his

advic~.

There was no problem selling our house. It had been the

Presbyterian manse and the congregation regretted ever having sold

the building. They had intended to build a new one, but had found

it too expensive for their resources. They were, therefore, glad

to buy the house back for what we had paid them. Mother then went

to Baldwin and bought another house which she thought would serve

our purposes. As soon as she returned, we packed up and moved.
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One sacrifice we had to make. A horse had to be accompanied by

some person when it is shipped and, of course, Mother couldn't do

that. So our beloved Dandy, who was then twenty years old, was

given to a local farmer. In~eed, the move made an abrupt change

in the lives of everyone in our family.

Although I recall most of my life in considerable detail, the time

from Mother's first trip to Baldwin and 'our arrival there is a

blank. I must have blocked it out long ago. Sufficient is,

however, the recall of our arrival in Baldwin and the new home.

The week before Christmas found us settled in our new home. It
•

was an interesting place, on a hill, terraced up six or seven feet

from the street. The house had been built in 1859, perhaps fifty

years before we got it, by Presbyterians for a manse. They were a

part of the Boston migration, an effort to guarantee that Kansas

would be a free state. The Methodists, with their college, had

taken over Baldwin and the manse had become a private home. It

had three bedrooms and an enclosed porch which we made into

another bedroom. The beams were of oak, and the siding walnut,

both native wood. The floors were rough boards, cut at a local

mill. We put down pads and carpeted them. Fortunately that was

before the days of hardwood floors and rugs. Mother was no one to

delay once something needed doing. Father was able to walk a

little but spent most of his time lying down.
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While I had been hoping to teach again, and the presence of the

college suggested enrollment there, there was no such opportunity

that term. Roberta and Wagner enrolled without loss of credit in

the local schools, Wagner in the College's preparatory academy,

and Roberta in the city school. I decided to enroll at Baker

University, the little college only five blocks from our new

residence.

While Father's health improved, the wound had caused scar tissue

to grow and he found food hard to digest. He lived as a

semi-invalid for three years, and died the fall I was a senior.

He died one"night in his sleep. Two young men who were boarding

with us were ministerial students. They had volunteered to sit

with him and carne to our room to tell us of the end. He lies

under an oak tree in the Baldwin cemetery. He never talked about

his accident but we had long talks about philosophy and religion.

He was a good thinker, self-educated, reading and studying till

the end of his life. We had many arguments and many good

discussions. Before he died, he did a gracious. thing: he told me

that never was I to regret an hour of our arguments, that since I

was exactly like him, argument was natural. He was probably

right, for I am as near like him as a woman can be to any man. I

look like him, enjoy many of the same things, and realize that
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unconsciously I have tried to imitate many of his ways. He was a

wise and sensitive person. Mother was also a strong character,

and gave us solid principles for our choices in life. We were

fortunate in having both of them. If I look like my father,

Wagner was a cross between the two, and Roberta was almost a

perfect clone for Mother.

We all worked to manage finances as we went through college. I

had charge of the special English Department library, working

there every afternoon as soon as my classes would allow. Wagner

sang at the movie theatre. In those days of the silent picture

show, the film was accompanied by sheet music, to be played and

sung at appropriate times during the show. Wagner had a fine

baritone voice and regularly performed during the program. ...
.J.

might mention here that later Wagner sang in the Baker chorus and,

after graduation, in a men's glee club in Kansas City. Music

remained his delight all his life. When Roberta entered college,

she worked in the registrar's office. Mother did the most,

renting two of the upstairs rooms in our home and boarding the

four girls who took them and also feeding several boys who roomed

in the neighborhood.
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Perhaps I should describe Baker University as it seemed to me in

1908 and a few years following. All three of us managed to

graduate with good records. I finished in 1911, Wagner in 1913

and Roberta in 1917. Roberta was out of school teaching, as I

will be reporting later.

Before we moved to Baldwin, I knew very-little about Baker

University. My high school class had visited the University of

Kansas and our popular principal had graduated from Emporia Normal

School. We knew about those, but only vaguely about church

colleges. However, with Baker so near home and with no prospect of

teaching that semester, I naturally took advantage of the

opportunity and enrolled. I learned about the school first hand

and not ahead of enrollment as is 'true for most students. I had

heard only casual mentions of it. Our pastor's daughter in

Cherokee had graduated there, but I did not really know her,

though her sister and I were classmat~s. She knew me only through

that sister, and mentioned to some acquaintances in Baker that I

was a good student. One or two of them looked me over, but

apparently were not interested in further acquaintance. I

recognized the names later and realized that they were sorority

members and that probably if I had pleased them, they would have

been glad to pledge me. Being totally ignorant about college
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life, I merely wondered why I never saw any more of them.

Evidently, the word that I made good grades had interested them.

Sororities are always glad to have members who raise a chapter's

average.

Only gradually did I discover the strength of the fraternities and

sororities on campus~ During my high school days, our home had

been one of two places where my schoolmates gathered. We made no

distinctions as far as money was concerned. We were just

youngsters who happened to know each other through our school

activities. On the college campus, the situation was quite

different. Why the sorority dropped me, as I said previously, I

do not know. I do not regret it, however.

The fraternity system determined one's friends, fraternity men

being discouraged from dating what were termed "barbs"

(barbarians, non-Greeks, as in old Athens). A fraternity man who

dated a girl I knew well was was severely disciplined for dating

my barbarian friend. He persisted, but she was not welcomed at

any of his fraternity's parties. College literary societies were

open to all, but they afforded little except for one evening

meeting a week, with a program provided by the student groups. I

joined and was even president of my society one term, but these

groups really did not affect campus life. I was glad, in 1911, to
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be finished in three and a half years.

Entering Baker University at the middle of the year, I missed all

the introduction most freshmen receive. All I knew was that I was

prepared to enter. In those days, the college did not have

advisors. A student chose a program without advice, but had to

have his list of selections checked by some faculty member working

with enrollments.

Since the college offered few beginning courses at the middle of

the year, I took what was there without question. One course was

in English, the writing of an oration. Where it was to be used,

or what kind of an audience one would address wa~ not considered;

but an oration was an oration, and! wrote mine about some current

political issue. The teacher was an advanced student who carne

down once a week from the University of Kansas. I learned, from

him, mirable dictu, that an oration has an introduction which

states a proposition, a body of the speech which advances three or

five reasons for the proposal, and a conclusion stating what one

has proved. I received an A, probably because the grammar and

punctuation were not in error.

Another course I found was in epistemology. (I had to look up the

word in a dictionary.) Epistemology is defined in Webster's New
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International Dictionary (1982) as "The science of the methods and

grounds of knowledge, especially with regard to its limits and

validity." This was scarcely an appropriate course for a college

freshman, especially one who lacked the required pre-requisites.

The registrar let me enroll despite the fact that I did not have

the required prerequisite, a course on Kant's Critique of Pure

Reason. I had heard of neither the famous Kant nor the Critique.

Moreover, the professor was said to have announced that he never

gave A's to women students, since the course called for reasoning.

However, he gave an A-minus to each of two of us, Helen Porter and

me. (Helen's mother was Dean of Women.) That mark was the only

minus on my transcript when I left Baker three years from that

spring.

When I enrolled, a faculty member \vho initialed my list of courses

asked whether I would like employment a question he probably

asked any newcomer. When I assented, he sent me to Professor H.,

chairman of the history department. Doctor H. looked at my high

school record and said he could use me. He was by no means an

historian. He was a retired Methodist minister, and the church

has a custom of looking after its retired preachers. His habit

was to study a chapter in the required text and then lecture,

repeating the text with such slight embroidery as he could find.

Then he would assign the text as the next week's reading for the
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students. At the end of that second week he would give a test.

Those test papers were what I had to mark for him. Since I had

never studied European history even in high school, I, too, used

the text and checked the papers against it. Blind leading the

blind was nothing to what we did in that course.

At the end of the year, I had earned high marks and the head of

the English department asked me to take-charge of the English

library. That job was sufficient for tuition and a little more.

The college provided sets of the classics taught in English, and

my work was to check out books to students and see that they were

returned promptly when a particular classic had been read and

lectured on. Students were thus able to avoid the expense of

purchase. This special library was in a basement room in the gym,

quite apart from the major library. However, I learned how to

catalogue books by the Dewey Decimal System, a useful skill I

later used in a high school library.

Four of us in my class graduated with straight A records (except

for the A- Helen and I had in epistemology) . One of them, years

later, wrote me that he guessed they had misjudged me. I don't

think they did. They jUdged me by standards which were cornmon at'

Baker. I now live in Baldwin again, but I do not know whether

there has been any change or not. I noted, however, in the
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student newspaper which is sent to all alumni, a comment that the

school was chiefly for "the affluent". Well, I wasn't affluent.

Some years later a few of my classmates had moved to the East as I

had, and I knew them in New York. By that time, fraternity ties

had lessened and we had pleasant visits together. My three and a

half years in college were, however, not particularly pleasant.

Father was ill and we were short of mo~y. I enjoyed a number of

my courses and was thankful for the opportunity of getting a

degree. My major was Latin and I had a weak minor in English.

The latter area emphasized Browning and Tennyson, the favorites of

the head of the department. Browning was very popular in this

country then, and Browning societies were found in scores of towns

and cities. The only writing course was the production of that

oration. There were more required courses in the early years of

this century than there are today when one can graduate with no

language beyond his native tongue. That seems strange and

unfortunate to me in this age of international travel and

political relations. I have heard people argue that since English

is known by many foreigners, a foreign language is unnecessary. A

different language, however, means also a somewhat different way

of thinking, and besides, people may understand your English but

enjoy being addressed in their own tongue. I have found that

being able to speak German, to understand some French and Italian,
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and to read Greek signs is most helpful. I recall once, when we

were traveling in Europe, Roberta and I stayed in a northern Italy

motel. When I paid the landlady, she tried to ask me questions

about us, apparently being puzzled by two old women traveling

alone. I knew no Italian and she no English, but we managed very

well with classical Latin. Julius Caesar would have known what we

were saying.

Baker had a faculty member responsible for seeing that graduates

who expected to teach were properly placed. This instructor, Miss

Lilian Scott, tried to see that I had a job in the same school as

one of the popular men in my class. Apparently, she had romantic

ideas in mind, though he and I never had a date and did not belong

to any common group. My Latin teacher, however, was more

interested in my teaching Latin that in having a classmate on the

faculty, and he called the state high school inspector about a

place for me. The latter set up an interview and I was hired to

teach at Atlanta, Kansas, a little cowboy town due south of

Baldwin. My contract called for teaching Latin and some English.

In 1911, when I graduated from Baker, teaching English had a lower

rating than teaching Latin or Greek, or even science. That is

why, since I was being paid a salary considered high at that time,

I was hired as a teacher of Latin. No one seemed to think it odd
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to emphasize Latin in a cowboy town. Education, we believed, if

it were important and sound, included Latin. I still believe it

is a valuable experience, since it opens the way to any easy

acquisition of French, Spanish and Italian. An ancient language

also gives insight into the distant past not usually afforded by

historians.

The contract with Atlanta was handled ~ the high school

representative of the National Association of Secondary Schools

and Colleges (I think that's the correct title). The school was

relatively new and had submitted an applicant for accreditation so

that graduates could be admitted to higher institutions on

presentation of a transcript instead of having to take written

tests. To attain this status, the Association demanded that (a)

the present principal be given a year's warning that he would have

to leave, and that (b) a new teacher should have responsibility

for seeing that library materials and curriculum met Kansas

requirements. I was given this task although I had no similar

experience and my only guide was the school I had attended in

Cherokee. As with my first term at Baker, I was accepted with

responsibilities I was not really prepared to carry. Some slight

help was available from the Kansas State Department of Education,

but I also had to use my own experience. Perhaps one gains for

having to struggle to meet obligations.
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When I was in the Cherokee high school, we had practically no

public entertainment. There were, of course, no movies or

television and the town was too small to support a the~tre. Weir

City had a theatre, but plays were given there only occasionally.

In the early years of this century, it was the custom for some

actors to tour the country, stopping where there was an available

theatre. I had heard my parents tell how such an actor came to

Hinckley, collected a cast and put on a play. He played the comic

lead and Father the hero. The actor's name was Switzer. One day

•
when Father was in Weir, he saw a bulletin board announcing a play

at -the local theatre with a visiting actor named Switzer. To

Father's delight, he proved to be the man with wh~m he had acted

in Illinois.

Mother couldn't leave Roberta and Wagner and they were too young

to take to a play, so Father took me. We went backstage before

the curtain went up. The cast was huddled around a stove, and the

scene was far from romantic. I was disappointed. However, the

play enchanted me. It was FANCHON THE CRICKET, a charming comedy.

I later learned that Henry James said it was his favorite play.

That began for me a lifelong delight in the theatre.
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During the first half of the century, New York companies often

went on tour and many cities saw plays the same winter as New

Yorkers. Motion pictures and television have, however, halted

such luxuries. When I lived in New York, one of my great

pleasures was seeing the best that Broadway had to offer. I still

would rather see a second rate live actor than the celluloid

picture of a great one. There is a quality in the presence of a

live cast that is never equalled by a pi~ture. Sometimes their ad

lib comments are worth the price of admission.

I remember, as an example of the ad lib, that I watched the Lunts

in one play where the lead man (Lunt) was telling a woman who

posed as a daughter of the tsar that she was a fake. He reminded

her she had been in Omaha on a certain date and he had slept with

her. Then in a quick aside to the audience, Lunt all but

whispered, "We did that, too." Of course, some of the audience

knew the Lunts had been married and were touring together when

they were in Omaha.

Twice I've seen an actor step out of a part, and scold a group in

the audience for tittering at a serious moment in the play. The

theatre with live actors is more real than the photograph, just as

the presence of a friend is better than a portrait.
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In 1908, motion pictures were just being developed. They were

funny jerky scenes without sound, but, of course, attracted crowds

if only out of curiosity. Usually a movie theatre was open only

on:weekends (Saturday nights) and after a short feature, the main

story was a continuation of the last week's narrative. Usually

the heroine was left in some dangerous situation. This tempted

the audience to return the next week although one knew that the

hero would snatch the beautiful lady from death just as the train

appeared down the track. One popular show was "The Perils of

Pauline". The poor lady led a precarious life.

• Since there was no sound on the film, it was accompanied by sheet

music: songs to be sung during romantic episodes and marches and

other suitable tunes during chases by the police, Indian raids and

other desperate dangers.

Undoubtedly, modern developments have brought great improvements

to our lives but there are also losses. Frozen food is easier to

prepare than that we worked hard to plant and gather, but it has

lost some flavor. You may meet a friend with a dress like your

own carefully selected one. Sitting before a roaring fire is a

luxury for the few today, though central heating is a comfort.

Perhaps the newer way of living is a gain for many. I just do not

know. Communication has greatly improved, but the dangers of
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atomic warfare are greater than those of previous conflicts. Have

we traded security for comfort? Again, I have to say I don't

know.
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Atlanta is perhaps a hundred fifty miles from Baldwin, but in 1911

getting there was something of a problem. We had the little train

that ran from Ottawa to Lawrence, and though Atlanta was south of

Baldwin, I had to go north fifteen miles to Lawrence. I did this

one afternoon and then waited in Lawrence for a train to Wichita.

While waiting I met a Baker friend who also was headed for

Wichita. I had a reservation for an upper berth but she had none

and none was available. So we arranged with the station master to

give her a ticket which allowed her to share my berth and about

ten o'clock we were tightly packed in what was meant for·a single

bed. In the morning she left for a trip from Wichita to Texas,

and I changed roads and got a train to Winfield. In Winfield, I

collected my trunk and took a taxi to the Frisco station, waiting

there till late in the day. Finally I got the little branch train

to Atlanta, arriving there about seven, too late for dinner. The

hotel where I stayed was about two blocks from the station, and I

found it by following the other arrivals toward town.

The young girl at the desk registered me and explained that she

would be one of my freshmen. She took me upstairs to a large room,

off the main hall. This hall led to a little balcony at the rear

of the hotel. My room had a window opening onto this balcony.

There was a weak latch on my door, but no lock on either that or
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the window. So I tilted a chair facing the door and with the

chair back under the door knob so that it could not be entered

from the hall. I then pushed my bed so that the iron grill of the

head came across the window, and after such ablutions as the

pitcher of warm water permitted~ went to bed.

In the morning, I was eating breakfast when the son of the station

agent called on me and inquired whether 'my bag was packed. On my

assent, he ran up to my room and got it. I paid my bill while he

waited and without explanation took me to his home. There I found

out that the school principal was supposed to have met me, but had

conveniently forgotten. I suspect his forgetfulness came from the

fact that he had already been told that he was to terminate his

services at the end of the year. I lived four years in Atlanta

and never heard of any other women guests at the hotel except for

the women the management brought in fairly frequently to serve the

single men of the town. I had really spent that first night in

the village whore house.

Atlanta was like neither Weir City, Cherokee nor Baldwin. It was

to be an entirely new experience.

My first week introduced me to more than a new residence. One

morning, I started to school but had to return to our fenced-in
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yard while cattle men drove a huge herd of steers to the station.

Texas ranchers raised young steers till they were ready for market

and then drove them to Atlanta. There they were put into a huge

lot which the railroad maintained, fed all the corn they would eat

and given plenty of good cold water. They, of course, put on

weight. They were then loaded into cattle cars and shipped

directly to the stock yards, being auctioned off there before they

had time to shrink. After that first mQ*ning, I saw many herds

brought to the station. I had read that the men who herded cattle

sang to them, but thought that a pleasant tale. However, here

were cowboys shouting a kind of chant, increasing the volume if

any steer got out of line. I hadn't believed the tale, but it was

true.

A second introduction came at a party. One of my students asked

me whether I would come to a party at her home that· Friday night.

I accepted, of course. Later in the day one of the high school

boys asked me whether I would attend. When I said that I had

accept~d, he said, "We'll take care of you." When others had made

a similar offer, I wondered what he meant. At the party, chairs

were pushed back from the living room floor and the rugs rolled up

before we arrived. A few older women sat near one corner. The

entertainment was known as "party games" or, sometimes, "kissing
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games". That night, the group played "snap and ketchum" (snap and

catch them). Here is the way the game is played.

The musicians were fiddlers -- cowboys from the ranches. Two

couples took the floor, one pair of hands clasped across the other

pair. The boy member of one couple left his partner, roamed

around the room and suddenly snapped his fingers in a girl's face.

She chased him around the remaining center couple till she caught

him and they clasped hands across the other two. Then the

captured boy strolled off and snapped a girl. The action was not

simple as it sounds, for whenever the hunter found a mate, the

girl was caught by the waist and swung round and round, her feet

swinging almost at waist 'level, and all this before she joined th'e

center group. It was a rough affair and if I had not been treated

carefully, I'm afraid my back would have been out of joint. I

never learned to like "country games". There were half a dozen

varieties, some including shutting one pair in a closet while the

chasing went on. After the first one, I avoided "party games"

altogether.

Atlanta proved to be different from any of the three other ~ansas

towns where I had lived and certainly a contrast to the little

Methodist stronghold I had just left. Although it had only a

little over two hundred inhabitants, it supported six men whose
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only occupation was a combined business of gambling and

bootlegging. There were two doctors, one usually drunk after noon

and the other a cocaine addict. Both were really skilled men, but

you certainly had to be careful when you consulted them.

There was one restaurant, known as Slick's Place. Women did not

go there. Slick's little son exemplified the contrasts in the

town. Twenty miles south, in Winfield, 'was a Methodist college

from which small groups of prospective ministers often went to

work with small groups of youngsters. One such quartet came to

Atlanta and took some young boys on a weenie roast, talking to

them about religion as they sat around the campfire. Slick's son

was one of these youngsters. A friend of mine heard him on the

street in front of his fath€r's restaurant. He was standing with

clenched fists in a threatening attitude toward another little

boy. "Listen," he was saying, "If I wasn't a Christian and trying

to lead a Godly life, I'd knock the hell out of you." I don't know

how that affair turned out.

The one general store carried groceries on one half and dry goods

on the other. The townspeople did not think well of the manager's

wife because of her mother. This older woman had run an

advertisement in the wanted columns of southern Kansas papers,

asking for "male correspondent, object matrimony". Various men
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had appeared, asking at the station for the lady, but they had

never reappeared. No one at the station had seen such a passenger

leave, as both station master and the man who ran the city dray

could testify. Rumor had it that they were sleeping quietly under

the sod. Since they were strangers and not a particularly admired

group, there had been no investigation. So far as I knew,

however, the daughter had lived a perfectly respectable life.

The town also supported two churches, neither well attended.

Their pastors were college students who were studying to become

ordained ministers. Generally speaking~ the town was "tough" and

rather proud of it.

Atlanta was divided in its attitude concerning the school. A

group, usually convening at Slick's place, opposed the school;

anothe,r small group of respectable, determined people supported

it.

Despite the nature of the town, however, the little high school

with about thirty-five students, most of them freshmen and

sophomores, were among the most brilliant students I have ever

taught. Latin seems an odd subject to be studied in that

environment, but those young ones took it with hearty interest and

appreciation. My sophomores really read -- not translated --
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Caesar. I recall that instead of assigning the usual forty-five

lines for a next day's work, I would read, sentence by sentence,

the assignment, and the class would translate off hand, looking up

only occasional words. Their work then would be in composition.

After three years of Latin, I had one student who would start a

book of Virgil by going off to some corner and reading the book

through at once, carried on by interest in the story. They were

really what you dream about people who learned to use a new

language. Probably one aid was the lack of other interests. We

had no spo~ts. Walking in from the country, or riding if there

was bad weather, made it unnecessary to have a physical education

department. We had dramatics, which I directed after school. Our

music teacher was allowed a half hour each morning. Most of the

students could read music fairly well, since we had no instrument.

Some of the boys, though, belonged to the town orchestra which

played for the movies (silents, of course). These ran only on

Saturday nights.

In those days, I was more religious than I seem to be now. So, I

accepted an assignment as teacher of a Sunday school class with

several members from the high school. Rather soon, most of the

adolescents in town joined, and we had an enthusiastic group which

put on plays, had parties and formed the church choir. This

latter activity was our excuse for meeting every Friday evening to
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practice singing. A student preacher usually managed to direct at

these meetings. Since one woman teacher and I went to choir

practice without any escort, my landlord offered to lend us his

pistol, which I declined because I had never fired a gun of any

kind. He gave me the gun, though, because he had noted that lithe

Clark boy" had been discharged from the Army, having served his

term and was, therefore, at large. I wasn't afraid of the Clark

boy -- he was my lead tenor. When he jqined the choir, he went

through the song books and listed all of the hymns by Hayden, whom

he loved. As I said before, the town was full of contrasts.

There was a horse show at a neighboring town, and I went to it

with a young man named Charley Brannon. Apparently, that

disturbed my class in the church, for they preferred to have me go

with the crowd. So they worked out a plan that I would be taken

to out-of-town events by members, one by one -- no favorites. It

all seems odd now, but apparently taking me was a privilege.

One member of the community was different from those native to

Atlanta -- John Vasilopus, the section foreman. My landlord told

us about him, how fine he seemed, and how much he was doing to

make a decent life for the men who worked on the section. The

section was a stretch of the local railroad. The men had to walk

the track every day, and keep it in order for the local trains.
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Finally, Mrs. Jones, my landlady, agreed to let her husband invite

John for Thanksgiving Day dinner, though she feared for her

carefully planned table. John appeared, well dressed and polite.

Dinner was served family style, and as the first dish came to

John, he turned to Mrs. Jones and asked, "And shall I serve the

little girl?" He then served her neatly.

Often, when a group went to Winfield or'~ town north of Atlanta,

we rode on the section men's motor, a flat platform on wheels

which fitted on the tracks. I usually sat with John, since the

local girls seemed hesitant to do so. Years later, after John had

gone to Winfield as an office manager for the railroad, I learned

that he was in Atlanta to learn the vernacular and that he came

from a wealthy and aristocratic family in Athens. I already knew

that he had a large, well furnished room at the home of one

Atlanta family, and that he enjoyed playing his records of

classical music. John visited me once in Baldwin and wanted me to

take a 'trip with him, but I had to refuse for I knew he was

interested in a permanent relationship. Once when I was with him

he noticed a little silver key I was wearing and, reading the

letters, repeated "Arete, Dikai Summa, Sophia". I asked how he

knew what my letters stood for since only members of the

organization were supposed to know. He laughed at me and said any

educated Greek would recognize an ancient motto. I was still a
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rather snobby individual and had difficulty recognizing a scholar

in the section foreman.

Like other towns, Atlanta could harbor prejudices. My landlord

looked down on one family, the Kinkaids. His reason was that Mrs.

Kinkaid's mother had been the madam of a famous and thriving

whorehouse in Wichita and that Mrs. Kinkaid, a handsome, capable

and quiet woman, was illegitimate and had no idea who her father

might be. Once, when her son wanted to marry me, her husband

talked to me about how fine his wife really was. I assured him

that his son's ancestry didn't bother me. What did prevent my

marrying him was that I was older than he (he'd been my student)

and that I was only half in love. H~ has long been dead, but we

were very close friends for some years.

In the spring of 1915, I resigned from the Atlanta position. I

could have made more money, but I knew it was time to leave and I

felt sure something good would open. I wouldn't take such risks

now, I'm thinking.
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Back in Baldwin in 1915 were Mother, Roberta and I. Wagner was

working in Kansas City. Roberta had lost one year of school when

she was not well, troubled with terrible headaches, and another

when she had been with us in Atlanta and had taught in the grades

there. Now we were apparently starting over. I needed a new job.

It did not seem to worry me, for somehow I felt sure that I would

find one -- as I did. We had a family of· friends in Baldwin, the

Rosses, who happened to have a doctor friend from Mound City,

Missouri. He came to Baldwin looking for a high school teacher of

English, and of course, the Rosses thought of me. Mrs. Ross and

Mother were friends, Mr. Ross was our banker, and daughter Mary

and I were college friends .. I met the school board member and he

hired me immediately. Fate seemed to be in my favor.

Mound City was a complete change from Atlanta, having been settled

years ago by Kentucky aristocrats. The town was, therefore,

divided socially. It was also a city of lawyers since the county

seat was a less desirable town and the county lawyers preferred

living in Mound City. Mound City was on ground that had once been

the bank of the Missouri River, but as the river had moved, the

town was left with the residence section on the high ground. Down

a steep hill was the business area, and the ten miles of farm land

reaching to the river were low and flat.
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There were four new teachers in the Mound City high school that

fall. On our arrival, we were given a list of homes that might

offer us board and room. We did not go out looking together, but

each took the list. The first place I called was the home of a

couple just returned from Egypt, where they had been attached to

some embassy. The woman laughed at the idea that she might take

any boarders, and advised me to try a wiaow, living some blocks

away. So I went on. En route, someone told me that the widow had

taken in the Latin teacher. However, after being refused several

times at other places, I did finally arrive at her house. She

began by asking me what church I attended, and when I said

Methodist, she immediately explained that she took only

Presbyterians and the teacher she had just taken qualified. She

also took some time to speak of her maid and her butler, giving

the idea that she maintained a rather elegant household. Later, I

found that the "maid" was a high school freshman whose work was to

wash the dishes, and that the "butler" was another high school

student, a boy who tended her furnace. Thoroughly discouraged, I

left her house. Then someone suggested that I try the Stubbs

home.

The Stubbs family lived in a large, handsome red brick house. Mr.

Stubbs was a judge of the county court, a dignified, handsome
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gentleman. I finally went to their door. Mrs. Stubbs replied to

my inquiry that she had never even thought of renting a room, and

she thought someone had been playing a joke on both her and me. I

decided later that she was quite right. She then suggested the

Presbyterian woman. When I reported that my church was all wrong

for that, she became angry with the other woman and said that she,

too, was a Methodist, and that I could look at her only vacant

room. This proved to be the room of her-daughter who was studying

music at Northwestern. The room was large, attractive and

comfortable, with a lounge chair and a wood stove. (There were

few furnaces in Mound City at that time.) I immediately took the

room, and put down the bag I'd been carrying all day. She told me

dinner would soon be ready, and so I joined the family. While we

were eating, another young woman came to the door. She, too, had

been searching all day and was weary. Mrs. Stubbs asked me if I'd

share that large room with this girl -- Proxie was her name and

I agreed. We roomed together the three years I lived in Mound

City. -She had taken some nurse's training, was younger than I,

attractive and friendly.

In Atlanta, teachers had been received with considerable respect.

In Mound City, we had a circumscribed role. In the first place,

we were not supposed to dance. That didn't matter, since I was

used to that, having lived in Baldwin. We found that we were not
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supposed to date, either. As there was only one mildly desirable

bachelor in the town, that, too, was no problem. We did feel,

however, that whether or not we dated was our own business. Soon

after school opened, the board members and their wives gave a

party for the teachers. We had another illustration of our

status. At that time, many churches held that playing bridge was

a sinful thing. Someone had, however, invented a new game and

manufacturers had put it out -- flinch. ·-The cards had numbers

instead of the designs used for bridge, but in other features, the

games were exactly alike. When we arrived at the party, we found

flinch tables set up in one of the two parlors with place cards

for teachers, and in an opposite room were bridge tables for the

hosts and their friends. I remember only that I did not stay

long; apparently, they assumed we would all enjoy the weak punch.

At church, I found another strange situation. The Methodists who

had rescued me from the Presbyterians were themselves divided over

a squabble about soloists in the choir. If you sided with one

group, you occupied a seat at the right of the main aisle, and if

you joined the opposition, you went to the left. The Judge

belonged to the right hand group, and when a soloist from the left

sang, he ostentatiously read from the kindergarten paper used by

the Sunday school. Apparently, the religious people in Mound Citv

were not committed to the idea of loving one's neighbor.
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I had an amusing experience which raised my status with the board,

although it had nothing to do with my teaching. The

superintendent brought a visitor to my senior class one ~orning.

Usually, my students were busy discussing some idea or character

suggested by their reading, but that morning we were using a

required state text dealing with the history of English. I was

telling them about the way the invasions-of Julius Caesar had

affected their language, bringing Latin to Spain and France and

via France to England, so that two-thirds of our words had a Latin

basis. The visitor told my superintendent that I was really a.
wonderful teacher, using Latin words to illustrate my talk and

giving the youngsters soundinforrnation.· Of course, since all the

students were required to study Latin, and since that was my major

in college, it was no great feat. The visitor, however, told the

superintendent that I was obviously a superior English teacher. I

found out later that he represented the accrediting branch of the

National Association of Schools and Colleges, and was head of

Latin at the University of Chicago. Sometimes, coincidence can be

in one's favor.

Ordinarily, I have never had trouble with discipline, but at Mound

City, I was warned that one group of seniors and juniors had been

so difficult that they had forced the resignation of one teacher
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the year before, and had tormented a number of teachers. They

caused me no problem until one afternoon a boy named Loren

continued to whisper in class. I told him to be still and he

replied "You can't make me." I said that of course I couldn't

since he was bigger and strong~r than I, but that I could tell

him. He whispered something to the boy next to him and just then

the bell rang and the class left. I had no more trouble with him,

however, and he was always polite. In the spring, I was talking

to one of the seniors about the improvement in the class behavior

and I mentioned this incident. However, the senior said he

guessed I knew only half the story. The whole tale is amusing.

After gym that afternoon, the chap was still boasting that he

didn't respect anything but force. "So,'" said my informer, "we

just took him down to that gully back of the school and gave him

what he respected. I guess we beat him up pretty well."

Youngsters can be surprising.

The salary in Mound City was as good as salaries went in those

days. I enjoyed my students, I had a large, pleasant classroom

and a good place for board and room; however, I was fed up with

the squabbles in the town and its silly social attitudes. So I

resigned, intending to do something other than teach.
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A woman who had run a boarding house in Kansas City where Wagner

had boarded was now running an employment agency. I enrolled with

her and she found me a temporary job in Kansas City, managing the

files for the Buick Wholesale Company. Roberta also got a

busiriess job, and we thought we had stopped teaching. However,

the woman told me she had an interesting job I might prefer to the

Buick place. At that time, 1918-19, we were in the final stages

of the war with Germany. She had a job-un a model state farm in

Oklahoma -- in Lawton, about three miles from Fort Sill. It

sounded interesting and I took it .

•
Room and board were a part of the compensation. Women teachers

lived in the big house which sheltered the head master's family,

his secretary, the matron, the cook and his family and all of the

girl students. It also housed the kitchens and dining room, and

sundry animals including a black snake which was not venomous and

was valuable because it ate rats and mice. I was, however,

startl~d one evening when we teachers were preparing for a late

night snack. I reached into the box of eggs in the storeroom and

found my hand on the black snake. Black snakes, of course, suck

eggs, as any farmer knows.

We four women teachers had three rooms -- two bedrooms and a sort

of storeroom where we kept coats and trunks.
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Living on an agricultural experimental farm had some advantages.

The girls, of course, all took horne economics which did not differ

especially from that course in any high school, but the boys

really worked in the fields part of the day, and there were all

sorts of farm animals. Consequently, our cook had freshly killed

meats, quantities of milk, cream and butter, fresh eggs and

vegetables in spring and fall.

Our school was about two and a half miles from the town, and the

town that same distance from the fort. Fort Sill had been turned
,

into a training school for aviators, all at least college

graduates, and all prospective officers. The head master at the

school frowned upon, but did not forbid, dates with the young

officers. At that time, they all carne from Kansas and Missouri,

and we soon found that we were likely to meet college friends or

acquaintances of our friends. The head of the local Red Cross was

eager to make friends with us. As might be expected, the town was

full of camp followers, a danger to the young college graduates

who made up the local army. Therefore, every Friday evening the

general sent a big car to town, and the head of the Red Cross

collected a half dozen or more girls of whom she approved to help

with the weekly dance. It was our responsibility to get from town

to horne afterward, the general's man always took us to the only
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local taxi driver with whom it was considered safe to drive. The

other drivers usually took officers along with their passengers

and were known to stop along the way, so the officers could have

their way \"li th the girls. Lawton was "tougher" than Atlanta.

That fall, the war was over and the armistice was signed. The

officers at Fort Sill were not pleased, for they lost their chance

to see France. In fact, they delayed t~. victory parade for some

days. After that, company after company was discharged. The Army

ordinarily kept supplies sufficient for two years in advance at

all forts, and so Fort Sill had enough to supply its huge

contingent for at least two years. Therefore, when a company was

discharged, there was a big dinner, using only the choicest food

on hand. I was one of the lucky ones who ate at the second

sitting. The first group ate at five and had to be out of the

dining room so the waiters could reset the tables by six, but

those of us who sat at six could linger over our meals at will.

Then there was a dance and a program. By the time school was out,

most of the post had been closed.

I was determined to stop teaching because of the discrimination I

felt against teachers. I wonder today that the feeling that

teachers are "different" may not be one reason so many teachers

are again leaving their profession, and so few bright young people
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are being attracted to the field. Teaching can be very rewarding,

but it can be made very frustrating by the attitudes of parents.

At any rate, I went to Topeka and enrolled for work in a business

college. The rule was that you had to pay a year's fee when you

enrolled, but I insisted that I'd only pay by the month. The

school finally agreed. My reason was that I knew I could master

the shorthand and typing in much less than a year's time. Indeed,

at the end of six weeks I withdrew. CaEper's publications had an

office where they paid very little to typists and stenographers,

but I thought I might as well learn on the job and be paid almost

nothing instead of paying for practice in a school.

I had been working for Capper's only about three weeks when a man

in the State Department called me. His job was to hire office

help for people in state offices, and he had a job available. He

knew about me since he was a former Baker president. So, I went

for an interview with the State Geologist who had his office in

Lawrence, only fifteen miles from horne. He took me at once. I

warned him that I was very slow at both typing and shorthand. He

laughed and said I could learn on the job and that he was hiring

me because he had seen my transcript and I had an "A" in Greek.

He was tired, he said, of spelling Greek roots to stenographers,

and geology had many Greek roots. I took that job and thoroughly

enjoyed my new office. My boss, an oil geologist, was in the
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field much of the time and I soon learned to handle most of the

mail myself, signing his name, or my own as "Chief Clerk".

This was a time, the early 1920's, when the mid-continent oil

field was being opened, and my boss was the man who had defined

the granite ridge which outlines the one side of the field. Oddly

enough, we both eventually had international reputations. Our

office was visited, generously, by oil ~n and adventurers. There

were many crooks involved. Upstairs in our office suite were the

young geologists who were plotting the wells as they came in.

Standard Oil had, of course, most of the leases bu~ Sinclair was

growing. Both sent us data on their wells, but these facts were

not public, but for future records. Hence, the upstairs rooms

were not for visitors and one of my jobs was to see that none

started up. Sometimes, the visitors offered to take me out to

lunch hoping, apparently, that I would drop some hint. However, I

didn't run the risks.

Another trick was to get hold of the location of some producing

wells, and then indicate them on a small map. The farmers in the

oil area knew that the oil was in pools and that many of their

farms, though near the fields, had no oil. Hence, they would sell

leases for a small sum, knowing they were valueless. The

exploiters would then plot the wells on small maps, which made
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distances look very short, and take these valueless leases back to

the ftastern states, especially to New Jersey with its weak

regulations, and sell them to people there. They made thousands

of dollars in this way.

We had all kinds of strange letters. One man from western Kansas

sent us a gallon bucket full of volcanic ash. He said he was sure

he had iron ore since his mother-in-law ~sed it for scouring and

said it was as good as her scouring pads. I suggested he contact

companies making scouring powders. Of course, volcanic ash is

plentiful and not expensive and is still, I think, used in

scouring powders.

Then someone discovered some caves in southern Kansas, and shot

silver into the walls. After that, they tried to sell shares on

this "silver lode". Two of our men went to see what it was all

about and reported to the state authorities, which forbade such a

sale in Kansas. All kinds of schemers came in from time to time.

r later knew a woman in Kansas City who expected to become

fabulously rich because she had leases in Oklahoma near some oil

wells. Unfortunately, they were on the up side of the pool.

Working in the office of the State Geologist certainly opened my

eyes to the number of people yearning to make money by some

miracle.
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In 1931-32, I had the strangest year in all the years of my

teaching. During the second semester in 1931, I was finishing

requirements tor my Ph. D. and found that I had to take a course

in supervision. The man who was teaching it seemed to me rather

dull, and the syllabus for his course was far from stimulating.

It used texts which I had examined and had found full of cliches.

They recommended that you acquaint yourself with the families in

the district, that you consider individual differences and make

some adaptations of assignments in terms of the local situation.

Then the books continued with more and more of the same, advice

which anyone with half a brain would think of for himself. I went

to class only to find that a new instructor, principal of the

Evanston Township High School, had agreed to take over the class.

·He seemed lively and bright but had handed out the syllabus left

by the regular Northwestern instructor. After class I met this

teacher and told him that I would have to withdraw from the course

and try to find a substitute since I was simply unable to read the

books on his list. He asked why, and I told him that they were

dull, repetitious and packed with ideas everybody already knew.

He laughed and began looking through the books. Presently he

looked up and said he guessed I was right. What, he asked, would

I like to do? I told him that I would like to collect the syllabi
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for senior English in a dozen city schools, and compare and

criticize them. He thought that a fine idea and promptly offered

me a job in the Evanston Township school. I accepted. Apparently

my situation was perfect. I could earn some money, Paul and I

could continue to date and I wouldn't have to move.

The ideal situation changed, though, when I began preparing for

the fall semester. I found that we were-expected to use a very

formal text on composition, one of those where you learn to write

paragraphs on assigned topics, to make sure every paragraph has a

topic sentence, and do about all the mechanical th1ngs a good

writer is likely to modify. I got around that, however, by

standing the books on my desk as though for class use, and putting

the youngsters to writing out' of their own experiences. The

anthology, however, was a different matter since there would be

term tests, written by a faculty committee, and they would be

based on the text: TWO CENTURIES OF AMERICAN LITERATURE. The

book had snippets from many, many pieces, but I wanted a program

of individual reading.

I got around that obstacle by going through the books with my

class, and having them note each selection and make some notes I

dictated on the most important pieces. They already liked my free

reading approach and were willing to spend a week noting comments
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on the outstanding pieces. The result was better than I had

hoped. My students took the final easily and scored in the upper

quartile. They were also amused at the method and the result.

Evidently a superficial assignment yielded to superficial study.

My apartment mate was an exchange teacher of Spanish who came from

Los Angeles. She had lived in Mexico and was fluent in Spanish,

but she was far from following the grammar-to-simple reading

method of the school. She began by a very informal use of

Spanish, talking in the language and deriving the grammar from

phrases the children learned. I am not sure just how she did it,

but her work proved very successful.

We were both accustomed to developing a course as we found

abilities and interests in the individual students. However,

during the first of the term the city superintendent announced

that each teacher should hand in a set of lesson plans for the

year, indicating the work day by day. Just how one would know

what he would be teaching on Friday six months hence was more than

Grace and I could fathom. However, we bought loose leaf notebooks

and went to work. We counted off the days when we would have

tests and on those days indicated "Term Test", or "Surpr1se Test",

or "Written Character Sketch", or, for English, "Summary of Plot"

or "Characterization of Hero". Grace wrote considerable Spanish
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in her book, but I had to make mine corne out as if I covered both

composition and reading materials. It took us a whole weekend to

write up the phony outline but we received notes of commendation.

The superintendent even commented that Grace had even included

some of the Spanish work the students would be reading. If he had

been able to read Spanish he would have learned that she wrote (in

Spanish) such suggestions as: Talk about what we had for

breakfast, Tell class about our house in-Mexico, Describe a family

picnic, and so forth. The poor, ignorant man who commended our

reports had no idea about what we really did.

We had another grievance about the Evanston Township High School:

it was very snobbish. I probably wrote before that teachers

bragged about how many children were driven to school by liveried

chauffeurs. All of the faculty parties were held at expensive

restaurants, used by our wealthy patrons. The general attitude

seemed to me snobbish and superficial. When Mr. Lindquist carne to

see me, having heard me talk about what I thought should be done

with high school English, he asked if.I knew another teacher with

the same ideas. Apparently he had been told that I would not

leave Evanston, since I know the dean thought I would not leave

Paul. Paul was out of town and I couldn't talk to him. I asked

Mr. Lindquist about his vacancy. It was in the new experimental

high school set up at Ohio State University and sounded wonderful
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(as it was). I asked him why he didn't offer the place to me.

Within minutes it was mine, with a good salary and the rank of

associate professor.

,
The opportunity appeared, therefore, almost out of the blue. It

began with a new career, and certainly was a great gain

professionally. I am not sure, personally, however. Paul and I

remained sweethearts till his death, but-I know it was a selfish

decision. It is the kind of decision professional women today

often have to make. In my case, the question of children was not

involved, for I had to forfeit that gitt before I left the

University of Kansas, but I did make my choice primarily in terms

of professional gain, plus escape from a situation was was

increasingly distasteful to me. I still wonder about my decision;

it was certainly a selfish decision.
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The fall of 1930, I went to Northwestern. Paul had a clinic for

testing young children and I had worked with him the six years I

was at Kansas University. Wh~n he was offered a professorship at

Northwestern along with the responsibility of opening a similar

clinic there, he asked the dean to give me a teaching fellowship

so I could help with the clinic. The dean agreed and we both

moved. In June, I had been given a ma~er's degree at the

University of Kansas, and so I enrolled at Northwestern as a Ph.D.

candidate. At Kansas University, I had been given a research

grant sufficient to cover the cost of securing and analyzing data

on the language of second graders, and I planned to use these data

tor my dissertation. I did that and my study was soon published

by the American Psycholo~y Association as a Genetic Psychology

Monograph.

I might say here that while I have usually been employed as a

teacher of English, my degrees are in educational psychology. My

students have as often had majors in psychology as in English.

One of the first things I did at Northwestern was to consider not

only course requirements but the language demands if I were to

qualify for a Ph.D. I had not only had good German instruction in

high school, but had studied more German with Paul as he prepared
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for his test at Columbia. So I immediately approached the German

chairman in the Liberal Arts division. He said that I should try

out and then if I failed, as was usual with education majors, find

out what I lacked and do some studying. That disgusted me and I

told him so. I had never thought of failing anything as a step to

passing. Th German exam was posted and I made an appointment.

The examination went off well, but the German who tested me said

that must be no great accomplishment as-it was apparent that I was

a German as he was. Of course, Father spoke German and from a

small child on I had been able to understand what was being said,

but I had not learned to speak the language. At any rate, I had

that one requirement checked off. By June, 1930, I had finished

course work, and was ready to earn some money since my fellowship

was used up. The principal of the local high school offered me a

job which included appointment to the curriculum committee and a

class of slow learning pupils with which Paul and I could do a

joint experiment.

Although I was eager to get back into college teaching, I took the

Evanston position. That pleased Paul. He and I both had heavy

family responsibilities and marriage wasn't possible, but this let

us enjoy being together. The Evanston high school, however, needs

description for it differed from any I had ever known, or have

known since.
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The North Shore along the banks of Lake Michigan is populated by

wealthy families. Many of the men work in the city and the

general social life of the area is based on the fact that

householders have plenty of money. Evanston has many expensive

shops and the restaurants are equipped for elegant entertaining.

Teachers at the high school, although not themselves affluent,

boasted that many students carne to school driven by uniformed

chauffeurs. The drivers carried identification, and were admitted

by a guard to a little area at the rear of the school building

where a high metal fence provided protection. The "parents were

thus given a feeling that their youngsters would not be kidnapped.

The teachers not only boasted about all this but in many ways

copied the doings of their employers. For example, though they

could not afford frequent luncheons and dinner parties in the

private dining rooms of the lush restaurants, a small group could

pool resoUrces and manage an occasional luncheon. Less expensive

but equally good food could be had elsewhere in town, but they

preferred to do as the wealthy did. It was therefore something of

a shock that just before Christmas holidays the principal of the

high school called us together to hear some very sad news.

The news was that many merchants and business men in general were

unable to pay their taxes. There had been many bank failures, and
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business was in a bad way. Therefore, we would each be given a

hundred dollars in cash and the rest in tax receipts good in

Evanston and Chicago stores. A store would accept these receipts

as cash until the business had enough of these receipts to equal

its taxes. In other words, we were to be paid a small sum in cash

and the rest in goods and food.

As fast as my pay came in, I put the caSh into the bank and

planted the receipts in various shops and restaurants. I had

asked that my receipts be in twenty dollar units. I would thus

take a twenty dollar unit, eat at a restaurant, and then receive a

credit for the rest. Thus, I had credits at the shops where I

usually shopped and at the restaurants where I usually ate.

Suddenly, however, Lady Luck seemed to favor me. I spoke at a

session of the Progressive Education Association, and a man in

Columbus heard my discussion of the English program and liked it.

He wa~ the principal of a new high school which was being

established at Ohio State University, and he came to me to find a

recommendation for someone who thought as I did. Apparently, he

had been told that I was somehow tied to Evanston. After we had a

pleasant dinner, I asked him why he had not offered me the job and

he immediately replied that of course I could have it if I wanted

it. The salary was better than any I had ever had, and the chance
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to experiment was very tempting. I accepted. He said that they

were paying the expenses of faculty for a meeting in Columbus in

July; I could see the new school and colleagues there.

The opportunity to work "in a new highly experimental school came

at a strange time. The twenties had been boom years, with a "get

rich quick" psychology. Suddenly, about 1931, banks began to

fail, money seemed scarce, men were out-of work. The Great

Depression was at hand. Only the older people today realize what

"life suddenly became. Everyone was wondering when "it" would go

away. President Hoover repeated that prosperity was "just around

the corner". The corner, however, seemed elusive. I remember

that mansions on the North Shore could be had without rent if one

would keep enough fires going to prevent pipes from freezing. It

seemed an odd time to open a new experimental school, but it was

really a period in which educational experiments flourished. The

fall elections emphasized the public demand for change. Roosevelt

was almost unanimously elected on a platform calling for "A New

Deal". Inauguration then was in the fall. The New Deal began at

once.

The summer of 1932 was a happy one. The first of July was the

meeting in Columbus of the new faculty. We saw the building and

made a few tentative plans. Our salaries began, and for me that
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meant more money in hand than I had expected. I was able to make

a few additions to the family supplies and to read proof on my

thesis which was being published by the department of Genetic

Psychology of the American Psychological Association. The copies

didn't corne out till November of the next year.

In September I left horne and went to Columbus, Ohio. My first act

was to rent a furnished apartment within walking distance of the

school. I had already met some of the faculty, most of them

pleasant new people who could become long-time friends. I might

mention, however, one man who didn't seem likely to be a comrade.

He was on the faculty of the School of Education, with the title

of Assistant Professor (or Associate Professor, I am not sure

which) and his work was the teaching of English methods. My title

was equal to his and obviously that did not please him. He had

envisioned the school as a place where the theories of the methods

faculty would be exemplified, and had expected that I would be

there to demonstrate his theories. I had, however, already

published more than he had and had rank equal to his. My chairman

asked to me to calIon this man, and rather reluctantly I went to

his office. My chairman, Professor Lindquist, had informed him

that I was coming; however, he kept me sitting alone in his

reception room while he very obviously was not busy, and then,

when he "had time for me", pretended that he had not known who I
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was. This chilly reception surprised me, but it should have

alerted me to other problems.

The year 1932 was still a deep depression year, and the summer

session of the legislature had just voted a ten percent cut of all

state salaries. Although the money for the new school building

and staff had been appropriated two years previously, the faculty

figured that if we had not been hired, -~he sum total of our

salaries would have made up their ten percent cut. Of course, no

such arrangement would have been made, but just the same, we were

resented. When we came to the university that fall, we soon

recognized the faculty attitude. As is routine in most college

faculties, the wives of professors calIon new faculty women. At

Ohio State, these wives called on us during the noon hour when

they could leave cards and be certain that we were having lunch at

school with the students. There was the usual reception for all

new faculty, a bridge party. The ladies used place cards and saw

to it 'that our tables were in a corner of the gym where the

reception was held, so that we would not contaminate the group.

The first University faculty meeting was held soon after school

opened. At the university, voting rights were for only associate

and full professors. All others sat behind a rope stretched

across the room. The secretary told those of us who had taken our

place in front of the rope that University School faculty belonged
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back of it. Some of us sat still.

Fortunately, there were twenty of us on the new faculty and the

dean and the president were supportive; but the atmosphere was

certainly unpleasant. It was several years before we were invited

to join the faculty club, a group which of course had lunch and

dinner facilities. Our school served excellent lunches, but we

had to either cook or eat at local restaurants for dinner and on

weekends. University faculties are not always the high minded

groups they are supposed to be. I had, however, never before met

sucn pettiness at Northwestern .

. At the University School, I was able to 'teach English as I had

long thought it should be presented. I taught classes what to

look for in the various types of literature and the classroom

became a place where students could present their findings. My

office was open to students who reported their reading to me.

Writing was on topics chosen by the students ~- their problems,

their thoughts, their experiences. They read these to each other

and discussed the ideas. I published their reading lists, and

wrote articles on their progress in writing and the resulting

discussions. Our school was soon nationally known, and of course,

we teachers were in demand for discussions by teachers and for

articles. I think it had wide influence. The era was the high
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point for the Progressive Education Association, a movement which

spread over the country and had organized groups in many school

systems. For some time, Teachers College at Columbia University

was a leader in the movement, and since many of its students were

teachers from the Middle West, it affected even village schools.

At our school, students kept careful records of the reading they

did and they made individual reports to-me. After the first class

was graduated, I published the record of their work. The report

was printed by the University press which ordinarily supplied

libraries and then had the rest of the issue on file. This

report, however, sold. out almost immediately. My students decided

that they did not want the usual class yearbook, and wrote their

own history. To give them free time, I let them take over my

class period. They chose a chairman for each of the chapters they

planned and outlined the book without any teacher being present.

I then took the outline to New York and offered it to several

publishers. All were interested, but one of them insisted on

signing a contract at once. To my surprise, some of our faculty

expressed fear that I would personally profit from the book. It

took a faculty meeting with a thorough discussion of the situation

to clear up matters. I am always surprised at faculty jealousies,

hoping that education will lessen the tendency. The students

wrote their own report, however, and the publisher's chairman made
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an unexpected trip to Columbus, and sat in on some student

sessions so that he could be certain that no faculty supervision

was being used. The students called their book "Were We

Guineapigs?" The proceeds were used to buy a player and add

records for the school's lounge.

Reports of the English program resulted in my being listed in

Who's Who in Education. I might as weli mention here that I have

also been listed in the national who's Who, in Who's Who in the

East, in Personalities of the South (after I later taught in Negro

universities) and in World Who's Who Among Women. The latter

listing was probably responsible for what the head of the English

education at the University of London told me, "We use all your

stuff."

In 1942,1 received an invitation to join New York University

faculty as a professor in the College of Education. Their usual

plan was to hire an instructor as Associate Professor and if he

proved satisfactory, to advance him to full professor the next

year. An examination of their catalogue, however showed me that

though the school had forty thousand students and a suitable

number of teachers, only five women had full professor standing.

I therefore judged that while men usually got the promotion, women

did not. I did not care to run the risk. They therefore decided
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that I should begin with full professorial rating. It is the only

time I have ever had to make a gesture against discrimination

against women. I think probably that the best way for women to

improve their American position is by over-qualifying and then

insisting on equal rights. It's unfortunate that this is still

true.

When I received the invitation to N.Y.U: it was the middle of

August. I had been teaching that summer at the Harvard summer

school and one of my students had asked if I would be his Ph.D.

chairman if he went to Ohio State University to finish. I told

him to see the dean.

So far, I have not explained the one disadvantage of the Ohio

State job. When I went there, the man who taught English methods

was on the curriculum committee. Although I had better

credentials than he did, he refused to approve a course I wanted

to offer on the nature of language -- semantics, or semiotics.

This meant that I could not sponsor Ph.D. and M.A. candidates.

The dean of the School of Education at Northwestern knew about

this and for a number of summers hired me to teach at

Northwestern. Thus I took on doctoral candidates there. During

the winter, either Paul Witty or Professor Brink acted as their

chairman, but when they finished during the summer, as most
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teachers did, I took over. Meanwhile, in order to observe my

classes in Ohio, they visited for a week, sitting in my classes

for five whole days. However, I still couldn't have advanced

degree students at Ohio State University. When I went to :see the

dean about my New York offer, the young man had already asked the

dean about my being his chairman. So when I showed the dean my

offer, he mentioned the young man's request. "I imagine", he

said, "that this isn't the first person-who has wanted to have you

as chairman. What have you done previously?" I explained. Then

he commented that evidently Ohio State University had been

attracting graduate students to Northwestern students, and I
•

agreed. "Do you think that is fair?", he asked. I just laughed

and asked him who was respon~ible. Then he said, "But I should

think these students would want to see you teach." f replied that

if he would consult the school's guest book, he would see that

they had visited me. He had no answer to that. At any rate, I

had decided to accept the N.Y.U. invitation. In September, I

moved to the big city.
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Harvard Intervals

Before discussing my move to New York City, I must tell about my

two summers at Harvard and one at the Breadloaf School of English.

A few days before the Harvard session opened, I went to Cambridge

to find a place to live. The only possibility near the campus

proved to be in an old hotel where I took an apartment instead of

a single room. There was no air conditioning in those times and

the places was so hot that I often got u~ in the night and took a

cold shower and then went back to bed. Every morning at breakfast

the maid who came to take my order brought me a glass of clam

broth. I explained that I did not care for the Boston kind of

clam broth (the New York variety is quite different) and that she
-

need not make the long trips from the kitchen to bring it and

again to take it away. Despite my suggestion, she brought it

every day: it was the custom.

The weekend when I arrived my mail included an invitation to a

luncheon given by the college to all summer faculty. Monday

morning when we opened, I was in my office when a Harvard faculty

member came in and suggested escorting me to the dining room. I

accepted. I was, however, a bit surprised when two other Harvard

men also offered to take me over. At noon, the two of us went to

the club which was only a few feet from our offices. At the door,

however, the doorman refused to admit me, saying ladies only came
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on ladies night, and with escorts. The gentleman with me said

that I had an invitation and finally the doorman agreed to consult

the summer school chairman. He came to the door and saw that we

were admitted.

After lunch, the chairman went to the dais and rapped for

attention. When the room was quiet, he began, "Ladies and

gentlemen of the faculty." Here he pausea; I should mention that

there was one other woman on the summer faculty. Then the

chairman continued, "Those words have never before been spoken in

this room." We were the first women to teach there. Since that,.
of course, women have been added to the winter staff, but our

appearance caused considerable stir and some of the students,· all

.~ale, were disturbed and hung women's hose outside their windows

as if to indicate what women would be doing.

I did not care to go through a ceremony every noon, and a few days

later went alone having been told that there was a woman's dining

room. Being uncertain about how to find it, I stopped two Harvard

faculty men and asked where I'd find the gate to the woman's

entrance. They pointed it out and then one of the men added, "I'm

sorry." I assured him that I didn't mind. "It's quaint," I added.

As I went into the little yard, I heard one of the men say

"Quaint. We're quaint?" His accent was definitely Middle West.
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Teaching at Harvard's Breadloaf School of English was very

different from the summer at Cambridge. Faculty members each had

a little cottage on the grounds, a tract of land which was once a

farm near Breadloaf Mountain in Vermont. Student enrollment was

limited, and we had definitely superior students. The mountain

air was cool and fresh, and each of us had a small room with a

fireplace for his classes. Most of our "time was spent in

conferences, working on individual teachers' problems. It was

teaching deluxe. Robert Frost had founded the school at Harvard's

request, and he attended some of the sessions. Occasionally, he

himself talked to the group after dinner. I remember that one

evening a student asked ~im what was meant by his poem "The Road

Not Taken". He replied that it meant what it said, that he was

driving along and came to a fork in the road and took one road and

couldn't take the other. Again and again he made it clear that

his poems dealt with simple events. Students who had hoped to

take home philosophical interpretations to astonish their

colleagues and students were certainly surprised.

I had one pleasant evening with Frost. I had worked hard all day

and was tired, so I left the crowd around the fire and found a

comfortable chair. in a corner at some distance from the others.

Frost, however, noticed me and came over to my corner, evidently
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thinking I was lonely. I have often heard people say he was aloof

and often unkind, but I think he was a sad and lonely man, as did

the family in Cambridge with whom he lived for some years. The

evening we had the talk, I told him my grandmother Merrill was

born in Vermont, but that I also thought she was born in a town

known as Cambridge and that Cambridge was in New Hampshire. He

told me that Vermont also had a town called Cambridge and that he

knew it well.
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Part XIII: New York City

1942 - 1953

If one lives long enough, he'll experience great events. I recall

the depression of the early 1890's and the march of poor people

("Cox's Army") on Washington, the declaration of war with Spain

(1898), the assassination of McKinley, the first automobiles,

World War I and its beginning, and the great and terrible World

War II. It was the latter that I experienced in New York.

The fall of 1942, I went to New York to teach at New York

University. The war was on, it was hard to find any vacant room,

and I was glad to have a friend who had been active in the

Progressive Education Association offer me a room in her

apartment. The apartment was owned by two fiiendsof Mrs.

Roosevelt, who lived on the main floor. Alice and I had the third

floor. When F.D.R.'s mother died, Mrs. Roosevelt had to find an

apartment with easy access to his wheel chair. She had previously

been living at the Roosevelt home on the Hudson, a fine rambling

house with old fashioned furniture, the home where the president

had been born. It is a shrine today and I have visited it. At

any rate, I was glad to have a place to live. The fact that Mrs.

Roosevelt had occupied it did not particularly matter to me, but

it was the reason I once met her and saw a quality in her

personality that would seem very unusual to a president's wife

today.
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One evening, Mrs. Roosevelt was scheduled to address the

Progressive Education Association and Alice was presiding. She

told a friend, Helen Harris, that if she and I would be back of

the stage when the meeting adjourned, we could meet Mrs.

Roosevelt. Of course, we were there and had the introduction.

The audience was required to stay seated till they were told that

Mrs. Roosevelt was in a cab and was leavTng. This was all the

protection a president's wife was given in those days.

We took a rear elevator and soon we were in the cab. When Alice

gave the driver the address (Washington Square), Mrs. Roosevelt

insiste~ that, since we went by our apartment en route, she would

drop us off. Of course we refused, but apparently it hadn't

occurred to the famous woman that she should have any favors. The

apartment she had was on the top floor, but had a street level

entrance that would be convenient for a man in a wheel chair. We

opened. the door for Mrs. R. and as she was leaving, said

goodnight, using her name as we did so. The taxi driver suddenly

jumped out of the car, ran around it and escorted Mrs. Roosevelt

to her door. He had not noticed his passenger. All of this

illustrates her unassuming air and the fact that she was

.accustomed to going about town without any attendant. I lived

:near Washington Square, where she could be seen each morning
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walking the president's little dog, Fala. I met her also at a

dinner at the dining room of the United Nations. Here she

strolled around the tables, stopping to talk to people she knew.

I happened to be with a couple who were her neighbors. When she

finally went to the platform, the others there, of course, stood

and a representative from one of the Near East countries met her

and escorted her to a seat; then he turned to the audience and

smiled as he said, "You know we all love-her." One morning, there

was a cake sale for some charity and Mrs. Roosevelt went hurrying

down the street carefully carrying a cake she had herself baked,

knowing it would sell well. Perhaps she would be less unassuming

today, but probably she would elude any guards and go her own way.

She was truly a great ladi.

While it was good of Alice to give me a room, I was glad to have a

place of my own the next summer. My niece, Patty, had a

fellowship at N.Y.U. and came to New York to stay a considerable

time. Alice let me put her up briefly but, though there was a

vacant bed, did not want her to stay with us and suggested a room

at the Y.W.C.A. Paul, however, came to our relief. I had taken

an ugly little apartment that belonged to the university, but it

was frowdy and uncomfortable. The bathroom had only a sitz tub,

and the windows let in soot. Paul had been asked by the

government to develop a little handbook which would aid the near
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illiterate soldiers from the South. A friend of ours was working

on the project. She had a good New York apartment near the Square

where my office was. Paul was doing work for a publishing company

in Boston, and he found a good place there for this friend. She

was delighted and accepted. In those days of the war, landlords

in the big city were required to list applicants for an apartment

and take them in order of application when a vacancy occurred. We

kept the place in the friend's name and'~ paid for her. So Patty

and I had a pleasant place for living. My furniture had been

stored in Columbus, but Noma had it shipped and here again we were

lucky, for we found a New York man who was trucking food to

Columbus and was willing to bring my things to New York.

The war had made everything scarce. I had no cooking utensils,

and few were available, but Roberta found enough things that she

could spare and shipped them. Patty and I found a sale of dishes

at Macy's and hastened to get them. Dishes were, of course, also

hard to find. Everything was scarce. Hose were so difficult to

get that a shop was opened on Washington Square where one could

get runs mended for so much an inch. If one had a good account at

one of the better stores, he was notified of possibilities. I

recall getting a note from one of the ladies' dress shops saying

that till they were gone, hose could be bought by customers such

as I. An identification card was enclosed, essential for a place
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in the line. I rushed to town and stood in line to get a single

pair.

We were issued food stamps because meat, sugar, butter and one or

two other items were all limited. Since Patty and I ate at a

restaurant, we had unused stamps and could take them as gifts when

we went to friends' homes for weekend visits. We were very

welcome with a sack of such goodies. I 'recall driving from one

butcher shop to another on Long Island while we hunted for meat,

finally settling on a cut of lamb shoulder.

My first task at N.Y.U. was, of course, to work out a schedule of

offerings. My predecessor had two main courses ~- The Nature of

Language and the Nature of Literature. I inherited the former in

which he had discussed the teaching of young children how to

write. I used his title but not his content. I made my course

into a consideration of how children learn meanings, and how

adults not only change those meanings but have their adult use

colored by child experiences. This all leads to semiotics, a

study of how meanings develop and produce both understanding and

misunderstanding. All of this made use of my long ago

dissertation and my understanding of both psychology and

mathematics. Fortunately, The Nature of Literature was taught by

a brilliant woman we were able to add to the department, Dr.
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Louise Rosenblatt. Of course, my basic theory of language colored

all of my work.

I had barely settled in New York when our classes suddenly

changed. They became almost entirely feminine because the young

men were getting into the Army. There was even talk of putting

some of us on leave of absence, but that didn't happen. Several

faculty members themselves enlisted and 'retirement took care of a

few others.

After the Armistice, the G.I.s began to enroll. The government

paid their tuition and gave them a monthly sum for living, books

and school supplies . They were a wonder'ful group to teach. In

the first place, they were highly motivated. In the second place,

they were older than the college student usually is and knew

better how to select courses and work steadily. My courses were

senior graduate level and I revelled in them.

One of the returned soldiers came to my desk to enroll in English,

having enough credit to be eligible for a doctorate. He had

passed the necessary preliminaries and had an outline for a

dissertation. I looked over this plan but found it

unsatisfactory. I explained what he would have to do to make it

usable. However, he went to another professor who was more eager
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for advanced students than I, since I preferred to sponsor

superior students, which necessarily meant fewer. This candidate

then quickly finished his dissertation and secured the job he had

been aiming at, a place on the Board of Education for the City of

New York. I worried a little, thinking that now I CQuid be in

trouble since candidates for advanced as well as A.B. degrees had

to do student teaching in New York City.

A student teacher had to be visited three times a term by his

university sponsor. One had to have six such students each in a

different school to make a class. That meant that one had to make

eighteen visits to New York schools every nine weeks. (A student

taught a nine week stint.) I just couldn't take on such work in

addition to the administrative work I was then doing. I regretted

this for I wanted to see my students working with children. The

student I had refused, however, changed all this. He told the

Board that I had the highest standards he had met, and they voted

to let me put an entire class (six students) in a single school,

and then notified the principal of the special privilege. Within

a day or two I had a visit from a principal ofa junior high

school on the Lower East Side -- P.S. 65. Would I please bring

six of my students to his school? I certainly would! The next

semester saw me with my six top students at his door. They had,

however, extra requirements to which they had agreed. They would
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teach the semester, and would begin, not with the first class

session, but with enrollment day. Superior students often accept

extra requirements more easily than poor ones. These students

were examples. For the rest of my years at N.Y.U. I spent one

forenoon a week at P.S. 65, the most interesting day in the week

for me. I got acquainted with the students, knew some of the

parents, sat in on classes, and occasionally did a little

demonstration teaching. This was all pG~sible because my work

could be concentrated.

Parents at the school became interested and involved. A group of

Italian mothers told me their fifteen year old (ninth grade) girls

were usually betrothed and were bored by most junior hi~h school

books. So these mothers pooled their little money and bought

books about young wives.

I recall one morning when a little Italian boy, Tony (seventh

grade), asked me if I'd like to have him sing for me. When I

assented, he climbed onto my lap, put his head on my shoulder, and

sang his song. As he was singing, the principal came by and

watched us. Later he told me that Tony was under parole to him by

order of the police. He had been caught carrying a switch-blade

knife one evening out with a little gang. I've often wondered how
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the child turned out. Did he become a city official or a member

of the Mafia? He could have been either.

At age sixty-five (now it is seventy) a New York City teacher must

retire and so, reluctantly, I left. My life, though professional,

had also an active personal side. Roberta's daughter, Patty

Green, had considered being a doctor. Her grades were high and

she had been given a teaching fellowship-at N.Y.U. She took her

Ph.D. there and worked at a Rockefeller institute on the newly

produced election microscope. She not only was one of the first

to do this but was hired by the Japanese manufacturers to set up

the instruments and train other users. Meanwhile, she had fallen

in love with and married another Ph.D. candidate, Robert Kallman.

Patty's husband was hired by the University of California, and

later by Stanford University so, of course, both were gone from

New York. I had no reason to stay in the city after retiring. My

health' was good, I had professional calls from many sources, and

in no way felt ready to retire.

Over the years, I had often taught workshops for Negro students,

and the Rockefeller Foundation had sponsored my work. This

institution then offered to pay my salary and provide a secretary
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if I would work in a Negro University. Arrangements were made and

I moved to Atlanta, Georgia, and the big Negro institution there.

After two years at Atlanta, I left. My courses were chiefly for

graduate students. I followed them to their schools since most of

them soon finished my courses. The ideal plan was then to spend

time in the schools advising and demonstrating. The President of

Atlanta insisted that students pay tuition for this extra service,

a procedure I had used without charge at N.Y.U. Since the

Rockefeller Foundation was paying my salary and that of my

secretary, it seemed fair to me to serve the teachers as I saw
•

best. They got only fair treatment and couldn't get more graduate

crerlit, payor no pay. I was disgusted.by the attitude of the

University president and, so, resigned. The University of

Missouri at Kansas City wanted my services and my brother and his

wife and my married niece all lived there, so I resigned and went

to Kansas City, where I spent three years. I thoroughly dislike

an official in a university who puts money above education. In

this case, the president at Atlanta lost the money for two people

(me and my secretary) through trying to capitalize on my relation

to teachers.

Roberta and Mother were living in New Orleans where Roberta was

head of English at a luxurious private school set up by one of the
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daughters of the Rosenwald family. A Negro college which was also

endowed by the same foundation invited me to teach there. I began

by offering one course but soon found myself head of the

Humanities Division. I taught there till I was eighty, taking

leave for two trips (nearly a year each) touring in Europe.

On our first trip, we bought a Mercedes car, delivered in Germany,

and drove thirteen thousand miles, avoidtng big highways. On the

second, we spent one semester living in an apartment in Rome. We

had one sad trip back to the United States for the funeral of

Roberta's daughter, Patty. I think Roberta never recovered from

that loss.

A few years later, we made a third trip abroad, this time for a

December in London, devoted to seeing the generous list of plays

that particular season afforded. It was a very pleasant month.

We stayed at a lovely little hotel about two blocks from the front

of Buckingham Palace. The hotel (Goring) had good food, fresh

flowers, a view of the garden and excellent service.

I should offer some ideas about our social life after I left

N.Y.U. We had always thought color discrimination silly. Our

parents had brought us up to disregard race as a quality affecting

friendship. At Dillard, many of our closest friends were Negroes
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as our white friends know. Although our white companions were

willing to overlook what they seemed to think idiosyncrasies,

there were never willing to come to our home when we had Negro

guests. Once a :student (Negro) came to say a few days with us

while I discussed her doctoral thesis with her. She was a

brilliant woman and had an M.A. from Chicago .

•
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1953 to Present

In 1953, I was sixty-five years old, the age for professional

retirement. Since then, the age has been raised to seventy, but

in 1953, it was definite. My dean tried to extend my time, but a

new university president refused. One reason was that I had for

some time been receiving the maximum salary, and a younger person

could presumably be hired for less. It did not occur to the

trustees that they could not find anyone-trained in semiotics.

They tried, but though some of my former students were competent,

they had no desire to move to New York. So the position stayed

vacant for some years and when it was filled the new person was

one trained in the areas of radio and television studies.

Obviously, the trustees had no understanding of the difference

between a basic course (semiotics) and applied uses. Any student

in the area of language would know that radio and television make

little or no use of the dangers of careless use of language.

At any rate, I did not mind leaving either New York University or

the city itself. I had once said that when I was retired I would

like to work with Negro education. In 1953, separate schools for

Negroes and whites were legal. A good friend of mine "Lick"

Lillman, was head of the English Department at Atlanta University

and he had heard me say this. So he called me and held me to mv

promise. I went to Atlanta; University and stayed two years,
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teaching mainly graduate students who were teachers in the Atlanta

city schools. Since they had taken the two graduate courses I

offered in their field, I told the president I would like to use

part of my time working with these teachers in their classes,

assistance for which they would receive no credit and consequently

could not be charged. He refused. He failed to remember that the

Rockefeller Foundation, and not Atlanta University, was paying my

salary and providing me with a secretarY7 I was disgusted, and

resigned. The University of Missouri had a branch in Kansas City

and wanted me there. So I went, partly because my brother and his

wife lived there and we could enjoy being together again. I

stayed there three years.

Roberta had, for some time, been teaching at a private school in

New Orleans and as a result the president of Dillard University

offered me a place on his staff. He said that so long as I was

interested in Negro Education, I might well find it in New

Orlean$, where I had family.

So I joined Roberta and Mother, and taught a class at Dillard.

However, before long the one class grew to two, and my duties to

chairman of the Division of the Humanities. After forty years of

avoiding administration, that was what I was doing.
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Roberta and I Travel

I had retired from N.Y.U. and done stints at Atlanta and Kansas

City universities, and Roberta had retired from Country Day. I

had also done a little teaching at Dillard. We decided that it

was time to treat ourselves. We next studied the Triple A travel

book and European travel.

Our next step was to visit the Mercedes 'dealer in New Orleans. We

ordered a small car with comfortable seats in front and a seat

with less leg room in the back. The car was to be delivered in

Germany. When we announced our plans, one of Roberta's fellow

teachers at Country Day, also a retired teacher, announced that

she would go with us.

Mable's announcement gave us a problem. No one really likes

sitting alone in a rear seat and I envisioned having to take turns

at that job. We solved the problem by calling an old Kansas

friend and asking her if she'd like the second back seat. She was

pleased'. So we four got together in New York, flew to London, and

took a second flight to Germany. Our little Mercedes (they aren't

made anymore) was promptly delivered and we were off.

Roberta was a bit worried. The car was a new make to her, and we

had no planned route. She soon mastered the car, however, and we
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did the rest by a series of decisions. We drove 13,000 miles,

seeing all the countries of Europe except Russia and countries

under Russian domination. When we got to Ireland, Mable went

home. She'd seen a good many shrines, and devout Catholic that

she was, had managed to see the Pope. Then Mary Counts went home,

too, and we were alone.

One stop which we were glad we took cou~ be credited to Mable -

the trip to Lourdes. We had read accounts of the place, but the

reality was beyond the descriptions. We had not heard of the huge

hospital for those who believed, the magic water from the spring

where Bernadotte believed she saw the Virgin, nor had we known

that the streets would be lined with shops selling holy water from

Bernadotte's spring. Then there were the evening shows when

devout pilgrims, carrying candles, climbed the steps to parade

across the roof of the porch. There was also mass, broadcast from

the front of the huge church. We stayed in a hotel right above

the main plaza in front of the church where we could watch the

whole scene: the processions, the outdoor mass and the many

cripples, sick and penitent on their way to the church. The lush

hotels, the many priests and nuns, and the invalids all made for a

strange congregation. The amount of money coined by the whole

show must be enormous.
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Mable's knowledge made us aware of many church affairs we might

have missed. Tnere were the many altars and services with the

mass in the great cathedrals. One, however, was something of a

shock. The Sunday morning service at the Vatican had almost no

audience. The main auditorium, however, was invaded by a sizable

group of tourists with a guide who, using a loud speaker, was

delivering information, speaking louder than the priests who were

fumbling with the sacrament at the altar~ Reverence was given

over to commerce.

Among my papers is a map showing our itinerary. This account need

not be a tourist guide to Europe, so I will record only one tip to

tourists.

We used a guide book to suggest interesting centers. At each

places we stopped, I tipped the head porter generously when he

registered us. Then I told him where our next stop was to be and

he agre~d to get us lodgings there. Invariably, he had a friend

at one of the two or three hotels I suggested. The result was

that he was pleased and the head porter at the next stop was eager

to do well by his friend's patrons. We were warmly received

everywhere except for one case.
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In Spain, I attempted to have our porter get us rooms at a hotel

in Portugal. He told us not to go there, that there was nothing

to see and services were poor. So I went to the Portugese embassy

and made my reservations there. We enjoyed Portugal.

Perhaps I should explain that Roberta and I had divided duties.

She looked after the car and I arranged for our accommodations -

an easy division which prevented confusion.

After our long drive, we flew back to the U.S.A. and soon visited

the family in San Francisco.

After our return, I went back to Dillard and soon took on the load

of heading a division. We continued, though, to consider another

trip.

So, again, we got ready to fly to Europe. Bob had an invitation

to help set up a program of some sort at a laboratory a little

north of Rome. Roberta and! went ahead. Pat was to follow with

the children. She didn't corne, though, and we learned she was

ill. Then doctors at Stanford put her in the hospital and called

Bob. He went horne, not seriously worried, but found out the cause

of her trouble -- an unoperable cancer under the pituitary gland.

Pat knew about her problem since such growths were a part of her
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own laboratory work. She was a specialist in using the election

microscope and was employed by the Japanese company which makes

them, to install them and train users in the United States. Her

trouble proved fatal and we were called home a sad return. A

furnished apartment in Rome had been rented and we had been

expecting her to use it.

After the services in honor of Pat were ~over, we returned to New

Orleans for a brief visit and arranged for my substitute to stay

on in our house and keep up with my job. Then we re~urned to Rome

with the children. Bob followed. I am not sure whether Tim came

with us or with Bob, but we all joined at the rented house and

began a new life there. We had as housekeeper a Danish girl Bob

had met -- Ingrid. She spoke Italian and could shop for us. A

local woman cleaned the apartment once a week.

,
Tim and Robin attended the American school and kept up their grade

work. When June came, we gave up the apartment and in the big

Mercedes began a second tour in Europe. Bob had a number of

professional engagements and these determined our itinerary.

Bob and the children visited friends in England and Roberta and I

took a trip by train from Oslo to the northern end of Sweden. It

was a lovely trip. The train travelled up the coast line by
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night, and each day paused while the passengers (thirty of us in a

special coach) did some sort of inland visit. The train had a

coach with suites, each with a bathroom and two couches, a car

with laundry facilities and a diner. Two people, a man and a

young woman, both speaking good English, served as couriers. The

trip of seven days was luxurious but not excessively expensive.

We have been surprised that though we have known many European

tourists we have never met anyone else ~o has made that trip.

We returned to Oslo and flew to Athens. Previously, we had been

there and stayed at the Grand Britannia, but this time we lodged

at a small but good inn. Sunday, while Bob, Roberta and the

children went to see the changing of the guards outside the

palace, I went to a Greek Orthodox (Catholic) church. The choir

sang from a gallery at the top of the high ceilinged church, and

priests went on with the service on the first floor. The choir

loft had once been a special pew for nobility. Every communicant

kissed the cross held out by one priest -- or at least pretended

to. Some made lip motion but did not really touch the cross with

their lips. One woman took the bread of the sacrament (a big

chunk) and stowed it in her bag, evidently for future use. I

suspect that the priest knew she needed food.
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Bob took our car, drove in Sweden with Robin and Tim, and left the

car to us in England while he, Robin and Tim went back to the

states with Ingrid as nurse for the children.

Roberta and I took a train trip' in Sweden and then -- I think

flew to Athens. From there, we had a trip to the Greek coast

where we saw the supposed site of the Agamemnon-Clytemnestra

story. We finally flew home from Athen~ Roberta and I flew to

New Orleans with a stop-over in Washington caused by some delay.

I know we flew instead to Nova Scotia, waited there till midnight

and got home by stages. We were glad to settle down for a time.

I resumed work as chairman of Humanities at Dillard. I continued

work there but Roberta had left Country Day because working there

and driving me was just too much. When I was eighty, Dr. Dent was

retiring and so I retired also.

For a little over ten years, we lived happily at our horne in New

Orleans, taking few trips. Wagner's wife had died and he was very

unhappy. So he and I built an addition to our house and he moved

down with us.

Roberta slept in my room but since the house had four baths, we

each had one and the sleeping was not important. With the

addition, Wagner had a pleasant suite: Roberta's bedroom with a
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fireplace became his sitting room. The addition was a sizable

bedroom, big walk-in closet and bath. Wagner brought his own

furniture and thoroughly enjoyed his new quarters. We had three

very happy years.

When he was in his late seventies, Wagner had a slight stroke

which affected his mind. I remember one night he got up, dressed,

and insisted on going out. It became daflgerous for us to sleep

soundly because we were worried about what he might do. So Betty

and her son, Tom, took him to Kansas City and put him in a nursing

home. I shall never forget the sadness with which he left. A few

years later, Paul came to New Orleans for a meeting and we took

him, too, to the station. He knew we would not meet again. We

saw the last of both at that platform. I never saw it again.

When we left New Orleans, Tim drove us to Kansas City.

Wagner died soon after he entered the nursing home. Our happy

union was over. About 1982, Roberta and I decided to leave New

Orleans. Roberta was in the hospital for a bladder operation, but

there the surgeon discovered a breast cancer and removed that.

She recovered rapidly but we felt we should leave and live nearer

family. So I visited a retirement complex in Baldwin and found

that the largest apartment there might soon be available. While
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Roberta was still in the hospital, we had word the apartment was

ready for us.

Our house sold immediately, Jan carne and took off our superfluous

furniture, Tim arrived to drive us. Our goods were on the way

when with Tim we followed, going first to Betty's in Kansas City.

The goods arrived promptly, our nieces carne with us and saw to

arranging the furniture and we were quickly settled in the new

quarters.

For three years, we lived happily, but Roberta then failed. A

diagnosis revealed anemia, and we thought it lessened her vigor

but would not _cause immediate danger. However, one morning soon

after, she and I had breakfast and she immediately moved to a big

wing chair. I suggested she lie down. She replied, "NO, I

breathe better here." At that, her head moved to rest against the

chair wing, and she was gone.

Roberta died a year ago (January 17, 1984) and my closest ones -

Roberta, Wagner and Paul -- are all gone. So, too, are most of

our New Orleans friends -- Ruth L., Mable, Barbara and Maxine -

four of the group that used to meet regularly for luncheons and

good talk. I am the oldest of the lot, but seem still well and

fairly strong. My nephews and nieces are thoughtful and
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affectionate, but they have their families and responsibilities.

Some of my colleagues are good friends, but they, too, have many

interests I cannot share. Being nearly ninety-seven is a lonely

age.

I spent the 1984 Christmas holidays at Bob's home in Stanford,

California. Eight of the family were there for Christmas Day. I

was, of course, the oldest. Little Mari~ (fifteen months old) was

the youngest.

Browning wrote: "Grow old along with me/The best is yet to be."

He was wrong, probably because he was not yet old. "The best" has

gone. It has been and is got "yet to be". Any old person can

tell you. Being old just means being left -- a remainder. One

merely says: I remember.
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World War I: Personal Experiences

In the spring of 1915 when I left Atlanta, Kansas, the world was

beginning its great upheaval. We were not aware, however, that

soon the United States would be involved. My students had maps of

Europe and began tracing the disturbances. My Latin students

noted the comment of Julius Caesar that until the Germans had an

outlet to the sea, they would threaten the peace of Europe.

News was less accurate than it is today. Papers carried stories

telling that Hitler's army, as it invaded the Low Countries, was

cutting the hands off little children. No doubt there were

atrocities but not all the tales were true. At its least

horrible, of course, war is cruel and invaders do uncivilized

things. Hitler's cruelty in murdering Jews out-did imagined

horror.

When the Germans came within fifty miles of Paris, there were

articles about a new gun capable of firing fifty miles -- Big

Bertha. As the United States became involved, there was great

enthusiasm. We sang lustily a song which ran "The Yanks are

coming, the Yanks are coming." There was another which we sang

with glee: "Have you seen my little Jimmy marching with the

soldiers down the avenue?" Then came the finale: "They were all

out of step, but Jim."
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Even our Civil War had not prepared us for World War I and World

War II. Enthusiastically we rolled bandages and knitted sweaters

(I think Wagner was given five) and a strange head and neck affair

designed to keep a man warm. The Red Cross furnished the wool and

practically every woman learned to knit. Knitting gave us a sense

of virtue, of helping.

Soon, we began hearing word from the trenches. Men in them faced

Germans similarly entrenched. Emmet enlisted, saw the trenches,

and was slightly wounded. He had one amusing experience. When he

was fourteen, he had a broken shin bone which was badly set. When

he was about to be discharged from the Army, an X-ray revealed the

break and Army surgeons insisted on doing it over. He had

difficulty proving the fracture had nothing to do with being a

soldier.

Wagner enlisted in the Navy, expecting to be sent immediately to

France. Instead, he spent the rest of the war on a ship on Lake

Michigan. His room 'mate, a Baldwin youth, was shot as he was

returning to camp after duty in the trenches. Today, 1985, the

Legion post in Baldwin is named for him, but I find no one who

knew Lloyd or has heard more than the name.
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This is no history of the war. I merely tell the personal events

I felt keenly. During 1919-1920, as I shall note elsewhere, I

taught in Lawton. When the Armistice was signed, officers at Camp

Sill were disappointed. They were all learning to fly and had

hoped to see France.

Flying reminds me of the Maginot Line -- a row of forts which the

French had thought made them impregnable7 The fairly sudden

development of flying made these forts useless. Even the little

plans of the day could fly over these low barriers.

When Emmet came home, he wanted to marry me. I was fond of him,

but insisted that we couldn't outlive the teacher-pupil

relationship, while he argued that he had seen more of life than

I. For some time, we wrote each other but then I fell in love

with Paul, and Emmet met another girl. So, that affair dissolved.

He was handsome and charming, but I have not regretted what

happened.
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Some Comments on Experience with Racial Problems

I feel sure that, in spite of physical differences, men of all

races have basic likenesses. It seems true~ however, that groups

that can be identified develop sets of behavior in response. A

group scorned by another is bound to become defensive and to

develop its own values. Thus, Negroes, first slaves and after

that, a group looked down upon by a large number of whites, were

forced in self-defense to believe they had some superior

abilities. They developed service skil~~, clothing preferences,

clung to a special dialect,. used words with a peculiar meaning

often misunderstood by whites and developed their own social

formalities. Negroes became associated in the minds of whites

with certain dances in which they developed skill. It is hard to

define the subtle differences, but anyone attending Negro parties

can distinguish a particular quality in the occasion.

\1
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(Insert to Part XIII)

At age sixty-five, one's life pattern should be set. Mine was to

the degree that my main interest had to do 'with the teaching of

English in this country. The year I was retired by New York

university, I was elected presiaent of the National Council of

Teachers of English. This gave me a chance to do several things I

had been wanting to see accomplished.

The first item on my list was to see The English Journal the

possession of the Council. Fortunately, the newly elected

executive secretary agreed with me and we were able to persuade

Dr. Wilbur Hatfield, who owned it. to sell it to the Council. He

had been one of the founders of the Council and had started and

continued the Journal independently. From the subscription funds,

he had paid the expenses of the annual meeting, retaining the

remaining money. This seemed to me to ~ut into the hands of one

person too much ability to determine the activities of the

Council. Of course, there was an executive committee, but it had

infrequent meetings. One item illustrates: Dr. Hatfield objected

to giving space in the Journal to action by the. Executive

Committee or to any questions or information it might deem helpful

to members. In brief, the Journal was not the official organ of

the Council. We had difficulty in making the purchase, but

finally achieved it.
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This gave us a basis for dues, since we could predict the cost of

the annual meeting and the publishing of the Journal and essential

pamphlets, such as reading lists, programs of local chapters,

helpful methods and so forth. We were also free to move the

Council headquarters away from Chicago. The Journal was not in

danger of change in the event of Dr. Hatfield's death. We also

had control of Elementary Review, and hence covered the teaching

of English from kindergarten to graduate school.

The Council has now buildings and grounds adjacent to the

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, permanent headquarters

regardleBs of the home of its officers.

I was also able to arrange with the Modern Language Association

considerable coordination with our college section. This was made

easier because at New York University I had dealings with the

officers of the M.L.A., it being my belief that an English teacher

should be familiar with the history of English, and one Germanic

and one Latin language. Obviously, the two organizations had much

in common.

As president of the Council, I had many speaking engagements. I

think I have lectured in every state in the union except Alaska.
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I have often been asked if it is not hard to be heard in the

varied halls where meetings are held. Two devices have been

helpful. First, before an audience arrives, I tryout the loud

speaker if that is convenient. Otherwise, I try it out with the

people in the back row, before beginning my talk. A microphone

can make a speaker unpleasantly loud or too low. It can also be

tuned to change one's voice in case of hoarseness. My father told

me, in the days before microphones: "Just talk to the people in

the back row, you will adjust your voice without having to think

about it." Fortunately, my voice is naturally low pitched.

Reference to the editing of the Journal reminds me that for

several years I was editor of Educational Method, a professional

magazine for superintendents and principals. While I edited it,

the Russian Embassy in Washington sent me frequent mimeographed

pages describing the Russian effort to make the population

literate. This was nearly fifty years ago, but my name was

therefore on their mailing list. A recent (1985) newspaper

article says our F.B.I. now has the names of all people listed at

the Russian office. So, I suppose I'm suspected of something

unpatriotic. Fortunately, I already have a passport and need only

a renewal.
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From 1953 to 1979, I taught in Negro colleges save for three years

(1953 to 1956) in Kansas City. When I left, I succeeded in seeing

that my successor was a scholarly Negro woman.

When I was on the faculty at Atlanta, I had a short workshop in

Texas and had occasion to deal with a Negro instructor in one of

the state schools. He doubted my honesty and did a crooked job

himself: he tried to get my secretary to show him the carbons on

my correspondence file. Later, Professor Tillman at Atlanta asked

me if I knew him, and I exploded and said exactly what I thought.

At this, Dr. Tillman laughed and exclaimed, "Well, you are

emancipated!" When I asked him what he meant, he explained that I

'had "laid out" one Negro to another, something a racist deesn't

do. When I went to teach at Dillard, one faculty member welcomed

me saying, "You know, you aren't on probation." Like any oppressed

group, Negroes have their own grape vine. I appreciated the

compliment.
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Looking Back: Progress or Change?

As I look back over nearly one hundred years, I am aware of the

fact that what we call progress may be merely change. Some events

do unquestionably show gains. Although Negroes are still lacking

some rights, the last century has seen gains in establishing their

rights, in their election to points of leadership, and, to some

extent, in their financial situation. Women, too, have the right

to vote, and are voting. Men still dominate in public affairs,

but women hold offices they did not even-aspire to a century ago.

I recall when the right to vote for president was not a universal

American privilege. Women have also entered new fields of labor.

When I was eighteen, few had ventured outside school teaching and

secretarial work. Even the latter was moot. After a few years of

teaching, I learned shorthand and typing and worked for eight

years as a private secretary. Soon after I began, I had tea with

a faculty wife at Baker. "You'll find," she said, "a very

different kind of man in business." I told Mother I hoped I would,

for two of the four men I had worked with made it necessary to

keep a sizable desk between us. I was also told that cutting off

my long hair would ruin my "personality". Mother, however,

suggested that a personality dependent on long hair wasn't very

significant.

Despite the prejudices of the time, I enjoyed office work. I

returned to teaching because I liked the classroom and not because
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I
men in education differ from those in business. Teaching is often

referred to as dull, but I never found it so. The ideas and

variety of reaction, as a class discusses a piece of literature or

as youngsters write out their individual problems and questions,

are always fascinating. A teacher who finds the classroom dull

must be talking too much.

Today, women teach in high schools and colleges, though they hold

few administrative positions.

The last statement reminds me of an amusing incident. I was a

professor in the English department in the School of Education at

New York University when the dean offered-me the chairmanship. I

refused because I enjoyed teaching, had almost an ideal schedule"'

and loathed the task of hiring a steady stream of instructors of

freshman reading and writing courses. A man who was a chairman in

another school remarked that he understood, and added that some

people ,just "don't have the administrative mind." I refrained from

explaining that I consider the expression "administrative mind" an

oxymoron.

There are, among great changes, our move from horse-and-buggy to

space travel. On the other hand, the easy, comfortable ride in a

sleeping car or a pullman, where good meals, the opportunity to

•
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see the landscape and a sense of fellowship with other travelers

were the usual elements on a trip, are gone. So have the big

ocean liners. The Queen Mary is a curiosity, something for

tourists to look at, but not to use. Now I board a plane in New

York sometime after dinner, and enjoy breakfast in London. I do

not see the ocean in passing. All I see is the dimly lighted

interior of a crowded cabin.

We have television instead of live theatre. When I grew up,

traveling companies from New York made tours stopping at a number

of cities. We saw the plays after New York had tried them out.

To me, a fair performance by a live actor is more pleasing than
-

the often re-taken, edited and re-edited film or television

production. The live actor cannot repeat exactly. I've seen all

sorts of amusing events.

There was the matinee when some boys kept tittering because in one

scene the lead actress entered a boys' room. The titter was

uncalled for, as the actress explained after stopping the show to

give her little lecture to the offenders in the audience.

Another time, in a play by the Lunt's, Alfred Lunt had a speech

telling the lead lady (his wife in private life) that he had slept
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with her in Omaha on a certain date. As he waited for her

response, he turned to the audience and added, "I did, too."

One evening in a p:lay using two women stars known to be rivals,

one dropped her ball of wool as she knit a robe. The rival gave

it a quick kick with her toe, forcing the other actress to break

off her lines as she retrieved the ball of wool. The incident was

certainly not in the script.

All of these variations make a live play a sort of conversation

between actors and audience. The film permits only passive

watching.

There are other "improvements" in our living I question. Frozen

vegetables may allow one to enjoy green beans in December, but

today the same tasteless frozen stuff is offered in June.

I made ,my own dresses when I was fourteen. Today, I have better

and more elaborate dresses and blouses, but I may meet them on an

acquaintance who comes to the party I attend.

All this is to say that daily life is easier but less interesting.
I

Riding in an automobile in smoother, more rapid and more

comfortable than driving or riding a horse on a dusty or muddy
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road. There is, however, a strange partnership between a good

horse and his driver which is difficult to experience now since

riding a horse is not for the roadway but for parks.

You might ask, "Would you like to go back?" I am not certain; I am

sure there are gains, but surely there are also losses.

Easy travel has also dissolved neighborheods. I live in a town

where we lived when I was young and went to college, but I have no

old friends here. My family, too, is scattered. They telephone

from the east ·and from the west coasts. Voices take the place of

presence. Face to face, one can speak frankly and explain if

there is need. By letter, you can never be too sure. I suspect

we are more cautious, less intimate. ! am not sure, but I am

dubious about "progress."

In one area there appears to be progress. In the world of public

affairs, where, for example, our wealthy nation sends food and

clothing to starving people in Africa or remote islands. We are

more aware of distant people and of the poverty stricken in our

own nation. That is surely progress. Politically, we are better

informed by television, radio and press. We are, however,

sometimes also misinformed.
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As Winnie-the-Pooh said, "It's a puzzlement."
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Suggestions About Teaching

Since I taught from 1911 to 1980, with only brief intervals for

trying to be a secretary, travel and advanced schooling, most of

my ideas were taught me by students. Some were merely from

observations; some, however, were told directly.

One item I learned about teaching writing was not to tell anyone

how much to say. Let me illustrate.

Back in the era when Tennyson and Browning were rated as among the

very greatest, I had taught The Idylls of the King and as a final

had asked each student to choose a character and analyze him or

her. A girl who was unusually brilliant and had written some

excellent essays carne to a Monday class in an apologetic mood.

"I've written a dozen papers and torn them up," she said, "Here's

all I have on King Arthur." I recall the paper word for word, and

here it is:

"King Arthur said, 'I found him in the shining of the stars, but

in his ways with men I found him not.' King Arthur should have

seen God in sinful men."

What more do you want said about either Tennyson or his Arthur?

At another time, a girl in my junior class was absent for two
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weeks because of the death of her grandfather. She brought me two

pieces, poems:

No clock died

When Pop died

Only Pop.

Come back and teTI me

What has happened,

If it's important.

With literature, as well as writing, the teacher must respect the

personality of the youngster and its relation to books. A good

reader knows that the worth of a book to him lies in something

much more than the plot and its solution. A boy in the ninth

grade had come to our school because he was a "reading problem."

He could read individ~al words, but he failed to read books listed

by the teacher. Instead of giving him a list, I had the librarian

pile some books on her counter before I sent him to the library.

I told him, though, that there was this pile there, easier to go

over than the extensive collection on the shelf.

A day or two later I noted that he was carrying a library book

around, but I waited for him to speak first. At the end of the
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week, he dropped by. "What's that you have?" I asked. He grinned

and said, "You know." I asked if it was any good, whereupon he

handed The Yearling to me. "It's about a boy and his rna," he

said. "She jaws him just like my rna does but she loves him.

She's just like rna." The book had moved him 'in a way I wouldn't

have foreseen. From then on he read. Eventually he graduated.

The last I heard, he had a garage and was his own mechanic, and

was supporting his mother.

A class was reading poetry and found The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam.

They were puzzled by "the ~hite hands of Moses." Although most of
.

them attended some Christian church, they, like many adults, had

not read all of the first five books. I suggested that they read

the story, and they did. The discussion revealed that some had

used the King James version, and some a Catholic version. This

made it necessary to note the Christian division and finally led

the students to talk to ministers and priests so they could

discuss how the varied translations and selections came about.

This was not an argument but did lead to many questions and a mass

of information. I would (could) never have outlined the units the

,youngsters worked out, nor would I have involved priests and

pastors. Again, I had to admire the energy and imagination of my

students.
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Another' class reading Homer in translation met me with a personal

question. I came to class a few minutes late (as I often planned

to do) and found myself in the midst of a discussion. "We have a

question," said one of the boys, "Do you believe in an after life

as Homer se~ms to, or are ~ your immortality?" I had to answer

immediately and honestly.

My hair turned grey when I was in my thirties and suffered a very

severe hemorrhage. The question, "How did you feel when your hair

turned white?" I asked in return, "~hat it suggested death?" When

I said yes, the discussion concerned dying, a topic often in the

minds of youth, but seldom discussed in classes.

Book reports are another problem. Most young ones know they are

not capable of criticizing great books and gather odds and ends

from book jackets, courses of study or texts. One year, four

freshman boys in our high school weren't reading as much as was

required.' I observed them at school dances and saw that they

stood against the wall, did not dance and seemed unhappy. I

decided that their problem was not literary, but was adolescence.

So the librarian and I collected a half dozen easy novels dealing

with this difficult situation. Then I called in the four boys. I

told them they were reading only Zane Grey and it seemed to me

time to broaden their interest. In my mind was a comment made by
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a brilliant chap I had once taught: "Zane Grey doesn't dare write

about sex, so he just titillates the reader but never satisfies

him." I showed the boys my little pile of books and asked if just

for once they'd let me choose. They were to corne back in a month.

In due time they reappeared. Had they read the books? Yes. Did

they want to discuss them? No. Did they want to discuss them

with Dr. F. (a favorite teacher)? NO. What then, I asked. The

answer was "more books." They were off'~nd we had no more trouble.

All I'm trying to do is illustrate the fact that a good book and a

good reader touch something deep in the reader -- something

private and important.

One more example, and I'll stop this part of my tale. A brilliant

lad in my senior class was also an irritant in the study hall. He

passed notes, half studied and flipped paper wads. He didn't seem

to find anything to his liking in the library. A little query

told me his family was not a happy one -- his mother was nervous

and at odds with relatives and he was himself disturbed. I asked

him what kind of a book he'd like. "Something that puts it all

together," he said promptly. I could think only of Kant's

Critique of Pure Reason, a philosophical book which I thou~ht

beyond him. Moreover, I was not a devotee of Kant. Nevertheless,

though I told the boy my hesitation, I told him to try the book.
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He went to the college library, worked on it, and kept it checked

out for the semester. Again and again when we had book reports

(oral), he read paragraphs from Kant. I admit to surprise at the

result of my gamble. Years later I heard of him -- head of a

department of history in a Cafifornia college. He seemed still to

be "putting it all together."

This little chapter should tell you why-I loved teaching. It is a

profession that calls for caution, but it is the most rewarding

area I know.
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Post Script

I've finished my long story and have just read it over. Life has

been good to me in many ways. I've enjoyed my profession for one

thing. Some people seem to believe a teacher's life is dull. I

have not found it so. Once, as I said this, a student laughed and

responded: "You walk into clas~ as if you expected a party."

Certainly, a teacher does walk into an exciting situation -- a

group of growing youngsters excited over new ideas. A class of

teenagers with great minds trading thougnts is one of life's great

experiences. Of course, a teacher may lose this if he blocks the

encounter by taking the stage and telling the class what he, the

teacher, thinks. One of my favorite devices was to begin class by

asking, "If you were teaching, what would you ask or say first?" A

great writer suggests a great. interpreter, if there is to be one,

and most of us teachers are really not great exponents. So we

should depend on the author himself. Shakespeare's genius has as

one great virtue his ability to make the meter emphasize his

points. Great writers do not anticipate being explained; they

expect to be understood.

Not only have I enjoyed my work, but I have been blessed with good

friends. Two women with whom I shared apartments were loyal,

intelligent, imaginative. Their names? Norma Albright and Grace

Morey, both now deceased. My greatest and closest friend was Paul

Witty, who was an important part of my life for fifty years.
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Most important to me of all people have· been-my immediate family.

My parents were unselfish and loving, not only to the three of us

children, but with each other. I miss them and my brother and

sister, but do not have to recall either quarrels or jealousies.

I am the only one left and that sometimes means an empty, lost

sense of life. Repeatedly, I wake with the impulse to tell one of

them what I have been thinking or feelirrq.

Anyone who lives as long as I must end life lonely. My nieces and

nephews are affectionate and thoughtful, but they can't share many

of my experiences. People who learn how old I am always say, "How

wonderfull" Well, being very old is unique, but not \'/onderful.

Browning wrote: "Grow old along with me/The best is yet to be/The

last of life for which the first was made." He was an interesting

writer but was more pious that I have corne to be. I doubt his

idea that God planned a great end in heaven.

Reading my own account makes me envious of the younger woman who

could be active and feel a part of the social movements of the

century. I've played no important role but have been a part of a

current which seemed good to me. I'd like to be of some good

still, but our society seems to me inclined to prefer the beliefs

of youth and the appearance of youth as well. So I now move
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cautiously. Today's world is infinitely more complicated than the

world of my youth. The morning paper, which supplants our old

weekly, carries news from every continent and every people. One's

mail is replete with requests for aid from a half dozen areas and

a host of associates, committees and well meaning individuals.

My parents used to spend a part of Sunday afternoons writing

letters -- long, carefully composed accOtlnts. Today, relatives

and friends telephone instead.

Do I long for the old days? Sometimes. There was a sense of

permanence we no longer have; we even"discuss world destruction.

There was also more intimacy, less uniformity, both qualities I

value.
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The Indians in Lawton

In Lawton, the Indians were more interesting to me than the

soldiers. There were many Indian men on the street, frequently

with small boys at their sides. The women took care of the little

girls. Two tribes were represented, Comanches and Kiowas. The

latter were my better students, the Comanches dull and apparently

unimaginative. Kiowas looked down on the Comanches, apparently

with some reason. Of course, I could never tell whether their

school work represented native intelligence or the effects of

different experiences on the reservations. I was familiar with

the sight of young Indians. In Lawrence, the government kept up a

school for Indians.

The Indian school I knew was on a huge farm, where the boys tended

the cattle and the crops. The girls did the cooking and housework

and made their unattractive blue uniforms. They were being

trained to be as much like mid-westerners as was possible. No

attention was given their native culture, and they were punished

if they failed to speak English even when they _were not working or

in class. The school took first graders and ended with high

school. I believe there was some provision for the few who wanted

to go on to the University. Many of the little ones died of fear
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and loneliness. The government moved them from their parents at

age six.

The girls I taught in Lawton were, however, daughters of a local

physician. His wife was a high-boned Kiowa whom he treated like a

queen. She wore expensive furs, rode in a huge black car with a

full-time chauffeur, and felt herself a great lady. The girls

thought of themselves as Indians despite-their white father. At

puberty, they were given the traditional Indian dolls and other

tokens, keeping these symbols carefully in their rooms at school.

I never really knew the Comanche boys though they were in my classes.

The Indian girls despised the matron, a woman at best only stupid.

Students were not allowed to come to the teachers' rooms, but

these girls managed well, dropping a basket from their rooms above

ours and letting this basket with a note on the bottom dangle in

front of our windows, which were directly under theirs. On

occasion, they would leave for church wearing our hats, a gesture

of defiance which troubled the matron. She, however, didn't dare

question us teachers.

During the spring vacation, the girls' father took them to visit

his family in New Engla~d. I often wondered what they thought of

their grandchildren. I have also wondered at the way most whites
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accept Indians and reject Negroes. Having taught a number of

both, I must say that I found color, red or black, no basis for

judging ability. Of course, I've also taught Japanese, East

Indians, Chinese and Koreans along with a sizeable number of

Spanish speaking students from south of the U.S.A. They all learn

as well as white, English speaking students.

Certainly a class gains from variety. A~ N.Y.U. I taught a course

called "Introduction to European Fiction". My first step was to

discover which students had learned a foreign language at home,

and give them responsibility for the pronunciation of the proper

names in the book being discussed. This, happily, pleased the

parents, as the students sometimes reported. Apparently, many of

the older generation felt embarrassed by their lack of English,

and this new opportunity gave them proper academic status.

I
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Religion

We were reared to be quite religious. We had prayers morning (if

Father was horne) and evening. Mother bqwed her head or knelt but

never prayed audibly. We attended Sunday School and for some

months, Father organized and superintended a Sunday School at the

school house. I accepted Methodist dogma without question and

when I was old enough, often taught a Sunday School class. When I

was eighteen, I read th~ Bible clear through, but as a beginning

of change, of course noted some of its duplications and

contradictions. We all stayed after Sunday School for the sermon,

though some ministers amused us by their doctrines. I went to a

Methodist college, and finished as a rather loyal church member.

My first teaching after college was in a western Kansas cowboy

town where the church at least supported ordinary morals. So

again, I took part in church doings', which really offered the best

social life in town. Various items I doubted, however, and when I

left Atlanta and took a job in a northeast Missouri town, I began
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to question many things. The absurdities I saw in church there

did not make for acceptance.

The Methodist minister was not too bright. I remember one morning

he read the Hebrew account of Eve and the apple. "Of course, we

don't know just what kind of an apple it was," he said. "It may

have been a Maiden Blush, a Pippin or a Winesap." I wrote Wagner

about this and his response was that Ev~didn't give Adam an apple

at all; she gave him a lemon. The church was so full of

jealousies and hatreds that different cliques had special areas

where they sat.
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Reading

I should say something more about my reading, which was very

erratic. Until I reached the seventh grade, I usually attended

school in the fall ~nd the spring but, because of a tendency to

have bad colds, stayed at home much of the winter. Mother taught

me arithmetic, doing much of it by giving me problems as she

worked, and having me do what she termed "mental arithmetic",

meaning that I didn't use pencil or pen. I had books artd a story

magazine (weekly, THE YOUTH'S COMPANION), and evenings Father

liked to read aloud while Mother did hand work, making

buttonholes, darning hose or hemming dresses. The winter I was

ten, a cousin whose mother had just died lived with us. He was

fourteen and Father chose the six volumes of COOPER'S LEATHER

STOCKING TALES. Another time, he read Scotch stories. Sometimes

he chose Psalms or Revelation.
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Parents

I have been told that I should write more about my parents, and

probably I should. As I have mentioned 'before, they were not

young when they married. Father was forty when I was born.

Mother's family differed widely from Father's and her rearing was

a contrast to his. She finished, with honors, a young ladies'
•

academy, the highest education open to women in her day. Father,

in-contrast had four short terms in a country school, a total of

about sixteen~months of schooling. He had, however, learned to

read, and he believed that anyone who could read could educate

himself. During the years when he managed a general store in

northern Illinois, he went regularly to Chicago to buy goods from

Marshall Field's wholesale store, and took advantage of the chance

to see great plays and to purchase books on these trips. He

always said a high point -- as it surely was -~ in his experience

was when he saw Othello with the two greatest actors of the

American theatre in the nineteenth century in the two great roles:

he saw Booth and Barrett. One of the treasures of our family is

the prompt book sold at the door of that performance.
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When my parents were married, Father made Mother promise that if

he ever made an error in his English she would correct him. I

recall having heard no such error. All through his life he

continued to study, reading history, fiction, drama and some

philosophy. I remember that after a long conversation with one of

my college instructors, the latter asked my father what his alma

mater was, and Father was embarrassed to say that he had never

gone to college.

My parents began my education early. When I was two I was given a

book with the New Testament stories written down to a child's

language. I memorized the first story, which was about the birth

of Christ, and was persuaded to recite it that second Christmas as

part of the Sunday school program. I remember having to stand on

a table so that the audience could see me. Beginning with that

second Christmas, I always had a book as one of my Christmas

presents, as did my brother and sister also. Birthday presents

were also books. When I was thirteen I read DAVID COPPERFIELD,

which Father brought from the town library. Since I liked it, he

brought me, two a week, all the Dickens books the library

afforded. I am always impressed by the range of difficulty a

youngster can enjoy. The year.I read all those Dickens books, I
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also read a whole set of pious stories the local Sunday School

library supplied.

The winter I was ten, my cousin, Claude, lived with us. Claude

was fourteen. That winter Father read us all of the six volumes

of COOPER'S LEATHER STOCKING TALES and the SCOTTISH CHIEFS. He

also enjoyed reading sections from the Bible: Paul's defense

before King Agrippa, which Father compared to Othello's defense,

some of the Psalms and the symbolic sections of Revelations.

I recall one rainy afternoon when I was thirteen. I had my usual

sore throat and was out of school, but complaining about having

nothing to do. Father- brought out Poipes complete works and said

that I could complain when I had read that. The task seemed

pretty discouraging and I told my woes to Mother. She suggested

that I read THE RAPE OF THE LOCK, which would be amusing (and

still is) and the ESSAY ON MAN, and memorize some of the couplets

in the latter. I did that, and Father was satisfied. The next

summer, he brought THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS from the library,

telling me that it was a much quoted book. I read it without any

great pleasure but as a requirement before more frivolous material

would be available. Mother usually gave me more fiction, but

Father was bent on getting me educated, and since he and Mother
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never argued in our presence (I don't know if they ever really

argued) I obeyed both of them.

Mother was a good mathematician. In school, I was taught that to

divide by a fraction, one "inverted the divisor and multiplied".

When I asked the teacher why, she replied that dividing was the

opposite of multiplying, a totally unsatisfactory explanation but

probably the best she had. Mother, however, explained it all

clearly.

I think we all three -- Roberta, Wagner and I -- adored our

parents. We obeyed them as a matter of course, and our family

life was really serene. Father always managed the finances.

After he died, we were surprised that Mother could handle such

matters easily. I asked her why she had left it all to Father.

Her answer was direct: he enjoyed it. Of course, Mother was

always direct. Once she asked me just what I believed as far as

religion was concerned. I explained that I thought the creation

of the universe was still something of a mystery, the big problem

to me being that appearance of intelligence and self-awareness in

humans. Instead of being shocked, she remarked that that was

about what she felt. Then I asked her why she had sent us to

Sunday School and told us Bible stories. "Well," she said, "I

figured things out for myself and I thought that if you had brains
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you could too, and that if you didn't have them it wouldn't

matter." Obviously, our parents were interested in our development

and education, but they always regarded us as individuals with a

certain independence all our own. Perhaps the fact that we came

along when Father and Mother were no longer young made them more

willing to take a "hands off" policy.
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In our horne, we had a large living room as did one other member of

my class. These two homes were usually the scene of Friday

evening parties. I recall one amusing incident. We had met at

the friend's house for an evening and my~father appeared to take

me horne a little after ten. One of the boys (he later followed me

to college, but our romance never developed) was quite indignant.

"Mr. LaBrant," he said, "you know that we'd see Lou horne." My

father replied simply, "You didn't bring her here." In Father's

judgment, a girl was never in the situation where she was

depending that someone would be her escort. Your date called, met

the family, and escorted you to, as well as from, a meeting.

I finished high school at sixteen, and being too young to teach,

took an extra year, thus qualifying for a teaching certificate and

for entrance to a university. In those days, one took at least

three years of Latin, two of German or French, two years of

science, four of English, and one or two of history as preparation

for College. In college, you still had more requirements than

today.
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The state legislature in Kansas was made up of a few college

graduates but many farmers. In 1917, these lawmakers passed a law

stating that all state colleges and universities must accept any

combination of sixteen units which a student offered for entrance.

This horrified the teachers in higher education, and certainly

reduced the level of standards. The private colleges were, of

course, forced to accept the same standards in order to compete.

So much for democracy in action.
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